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of the Aenafd he traced 
to. the epic technique of 
!Phe F a e r i e  Q u een e*
p m m c u
notwithstanding the attention which tea been 
given to tracing Vergil*a influence upon Spamserto 
complete works* las© interest tea h e m  shown in tee 
study of this question in corniest ion with ft*© Pasrl# fbasons 
specifically* Although* further* considerable research 
tea been demoted to the ©saBtoation of reflections of tee 
Aeneld to fhe faerie Queens* in regard to subject and 
material* no work*, m  far as 2 t e w  been able to ascertain* 
summarises tee important evidences and indications of 
technical Indebtedness on tee part of ftee Paarle. Queens 
to the Aeneld*
ffois brief monograph 1© therefore an attempt* 
mainly descriptive and expository# to glean from works 
on Spenser and Vergil* and from tee tents themselves of 
the Aeneid and toe Faerie Qgeene* some of tee strongest 
available proofs that Spenser*© admitted Imitation of 
Vergil* & material and actual expressions extended also- to 
general and specific borrowings to epic method* con-* 
stru&tlon*. and style*
Among tee sources consulted for this study there 
should te mentioned as particularly valuable tee works of 
Merritt Y* Hughes* Bernard £, C* Davis* Emile H« hegouls*
P a g e  V
Robert &* Conway* and Henry E* Prescott* which are listed 
in the Bibliography* For the use of Hughes I am indebted 
to Professor Or&oe w* Londmm of to College of William 
end Mary# The Variorum Edition of Spenser* s Uorks*
Books I and II* edited by Greenlaw* Osgood mid Fsdelford* 
has been very useful ate suggestive* Appreciation la- -also - 
expressed to'Professor A* Falser' wagoner for the permission 
granted to use a helpful outline* S^tylistic Qualities of 
the AeneM%. and for his eneouragenent ate constructive 
criticism* Translations of passages from tee Aaneld are 
taken from a work by Harlan U* Ballard*
References to tee Aeneid ate The Faerie Queen® 
are Indicated by tee abbreviations* Aon* ate P* Q»ft 
respectively* All other references are given in footnotes#, 
A bibliography of tee books ate publications quoted or con* 
suited Is placed at tee end of tee monograph#
Florence J* Blocker
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fUB XHFLTOBCB OP TC8GIM0 kEtmiO 
mm$ THE EPIC TECHNIQUE OF SP£!?SBK*8 • 
t h e  PABHiB m m B
Introduction
Vergil and Spenser 
It is generally admitted that In Ms. pastoral 
and ©plo poetry Spenser turned to Vergil for isat@rials# for 
Ideas* and fop actual borrowing of passages* For* as 
de Celiiicoiarfc says*. rttho poetry of Rone attracted Spenser 
fey its wealth of material and fey virtue of Its style,, 
and while most Elizabethans turned chiefly to Ovid*
Spenser was more vitally affected fey tee finer art of 
VirgSlfl*1 Cashs called Spenser "the Virgil of England”^  
as Vergil had been called 1 the S m  Boner11* Be note the- 
statement fey Hughes that "Speneer could pillage 'the- classics
1* 22* de SeXlnosurt and C# Smith ■*> She Poetical Borlcs
of Bdrnxmd Spenser* Intro*, p *  iss*  ',” :iT,mTOm' 1imair,Tll™r
I f e ld * n p*- 3£»X*
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of words* Imago©* Incl&m&a* and of all the stuff of poetry 
without being la the least obliged to- reproduce their spirit 
or their font* with i&erson* te ms ruler of the spheres' 
mi a reverent rohbw of the te&ta of Plato and of the art 
of *s?irgiltt*®
Spenser tad sufficient knowledge of the Xatta 
language to avail himelf of the riches of ?ergil?8 
Eclogues# Georgies# and AemM*. fie drew on their- stories 
and phraseology for all of Ms poetry* hut sot© particularly 
for ISae Shepheardes Calender and %hs faert# Queene* Of 
Spenserf a taaguagw study it la ©aid that RMulesster grounded 
Ms pupils in Hebrew# Greek and Babin” | and that in the 
London school* S^penser acquired aom© kn©wXedg© of Frohch^ *^  
Church says that ”Spencer* s classical learning* Aether 
acquired at C&j&ridge or elsewhere, wee .copious* hut curiously 
imcaurat©:BrS| and Pope* that ^ Spenser* a Latini&iss are few 
and well established”*^
3*. Merritt Y* Hughes,* Virgil and Spenser* p« 328*
t i t ;
S e r i e s ” * w ol* . IV*.
4# Be Sellncourt* m* cltrT^^Sro*« p* Mil 
5* E# n* dmrch* 0©n of letters
p* If*
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<2 awed a debt be wmm&mm®® critics
s s r e  close
of Vergil^  I# l^ gcuie says,' 'nPa BelXay1* mud others, 
admiration lor the classics, were %  real 
rpenaer when be, ambitious to- 
language to lyrical and epic glory, began M e  career**,^  
Eart of tMs debt, however, msf in the last analysts, to 
Vergil |- that is, It m s  a hind‘of secondhand influence 
of the great Koman poet upon Spenser.,*,'
■Spenser aspired to be, what he ;%as called from 
the moment' of the- publication of the Shf&heard*® Calendar# 
the national poet of England**#^  For M i  masterpiece he 
had a. true epic aim, and M s  material ms of epic scope*
I n  G re e n la w * ®  w o r d s ,
nhn epic of Britain, g.2
to the poetical theory of 
the lias, an exposition of perfect 
eourtlerShlp, we® the object of
*>
Spenser*'a ©pic Material ms to be taken fro® the 
Arthurian cycle,, regarded by Spenser and Ms- coateoporsrlss
V* IbilXe B* Begonia, Bdmand Spenser* pp* £I~53*
8* toil© S* Begonia, l^^aloryWThglieh Biteratura*.
. voi#, 1, p p *  m - l - f f l r — • *---------- - --- -— — f
8*. Edwin Greenlaw,. wHeriew of Cary* a Edmond Spenser**
In Greenlaw et al«, a Variorum MiEIm^f^Bpenser*©
‘ i ,  t T  '
P a g o  m
as historical*. $hte •aim and tea .material which h© olios#
are similar to- Vergil* s* tecs# epic was of national sc o p a ,
and was designed to glorify Augustus and the Golden Age
of Home* Bote Augustus and’ Heme wore to te presented as
under the special oars of the gods. Just as Sponsor wished
%ha Faerie dueane to glorify hlteateth and to isnsortelto#
the stragp.es and progress of catitemponiry England subject
to  th e  p ro v id e n c e  o f  God#,
Of Spenser1 s allegory to its relation to the
AQneto, Mss Jlltchi© says teat
wto fk® Faerie cmeen# he combines 
tee priiicSplea"1 of'lpeslst&nee to 
evil and of divine providence 
conspicuously in  him Second Books 
Guyon* s  adventures are an I l l u s t r a ­
t io n  o f  tee paradox which is im­
p l i c i t  to tee union of th o se  two 
principles|  like Aeneas, ha. takes 
a r s s  a g a in s t  a sea .of troubles, 
and again like Aeneas, he Is 
constantly in need of m e ta p h y s ic a l 
a id s  a t  the crucial moment i t  i s  
always at tend# As if to  leave 
tie in no doubt of h i s  meaning^
Spenser puts his famous profession 
of falte to tee care of heaven at 
tec turning point of Guyonto storys
♦And is tear© care to heaven?
-and 1®. there love- 
in heavenly spirits to tees© « 
c r e a tu r e s  t e c # ,  « te«*  ® 2 0 .
~P# Q» 1 X * V I I 1 , I .
’ On this matter of moral -allegory lii^ ios says that 
*Mgh se rio u sn e ss*  of fte Faerie Queen© m y  owe much
10* E lis a b e th  I l i t c h ie ,  V ir g i l  an d  t e e  E n g lish  P o ets#  a*- 9*
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directly to Virgil**! and that n£penserfs admiration for 
Virgilf the ’profound philosopher* # «s not naive* and 
TO8 quite as Important a factor in the creation of The 
Faerie Queen# as was Ms admiration for Virgil* the artist0* 
fo give validity to. toes# general indications of 
Vergllian Influence upon Spenser* and of :*h©BeIdean* in** 
press ions upon fh© Faerie Qusene* a few specific p well* 
established borrowings should be observed* M s  will com- 
pleto to® foundation for a discussion of the technical 
contributions mod# by toe Latin ©pic to toe English poem* 
which* oven though classed as a romance* a pageant* a 
masque* or an allegory* yet reveals numerous epic qualities* 
Spenser* a proem to Booh 1* Canto 1* la a transla­
tion of Vergll’-s purpose, as stated In to© AeneMs
l?Lo 1 the m m 0 whose Huso whilom®
did mask®*
As time her taught* In lowly
Am now enforst & far unflttex*
For tmm&&t& stems to ehsuoge mine
Oates reeds*. 
And sing of Knights and Ladies
gentle deeds $ 
Whose prsyaes having slept in
silence long*,
Me* -all too mane* the sacred.
Hus® greeds 
To bl&son broad ©songst her
l e a f  n i d
Fierce warms and faithful! lovestr
*F «  0.* ! # p ro e m *  1,
Pag®
toy
d e v i c e  
with Via
e g o *  qvd 
Carmen* at, egreesus
optm agrt
p a r e r o n t  mmm 
#
X* l ^ *
I n  t h e  b a n q u e t  a c m e  o f  M e d in a  a n d  C ity o n
lines with which toe
t a r o
osnes intentlque cm tenebant*
Aeneas sia orsus mb
'^ Drawing to him the eies of alt 
From lofty siege began toes© w<
aloud to sownd®”
mo s t o r y  t o  
r e s |  t o
all the aor® i
«»f* q« ii* ii* m *
i ** nothing but a
»'■
11a# Harlan H« Ballard# Virgil* Translation# 
mX am to®; same that mmm played on
toe delicate pip# of toe shepherds!
Af forward* leaving t o e  groves* 1 farced to#
neighboring fallows 
freely to yi#M to toe husbandman*® will*
h o w e v e r  e s s a o t i a g f  
Farmers approved my • work! tot mow of Mara*
and of bristling 
Arms and the m s  I slag* etc*0#
Page IS
&fter the jousts between Pari&ell and Sritomsirt
z'a direct reference la mde _ to Aeneas .and Trojan history 
(IV ,qu.» ix* 40~43), as the two discuss their ancestry In 
quasi ^Homeric manner*
Three times in the Faerie Ihieane Spenser'1'a 
description of Hades reminds the reader of f Virgil’s vision 
of the bower Regions0s*®
lm "PXutoea house C l* V* .32*36}
&» P^lutoes rayne0 {XI* vil* 3}
3# Description of Ate’a house {XV* i* 20}
Spenser’s memory of Camilla* as
O^rallochum* fugiens mgnumque 
agitata per orbeis*
Etodifc gyro .interior*, sequlturque 
sequentem; etc*11
-Aen, XI, 694-698.3.5B
led hiis* in his review of warlike women* to recall 
tT » how Carnill’* .  . » '
The huge Orsllochus**
**F« Q* HI* lv* 2*
13* Hughes* op*. cit»* p*. 371*, .
13a* 8allaiHi2^ She*Tram Orsiloehua flees* and, round a
great circle retreating*
Into 'the ring she swerves and* wheeling*.
pursues t e  pursuer;
Then* uprising in wrath*, through the amor 
and bones of the Trojan*
Plead and entreat as he my* with her 
powerful mm she delivers- 
Plow upon blow till hot brains from the
wound have o’erflooded Ms features*0 
1»*. Hagtas* oj>* cit** pp* 357*338*
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As Vergil prophesied the reign of Augustus and 
the extensive sway of Bataan power (|®* Ff}* so did Spenser*
a d v i c e  t o
or parallelism in the two works could here be set down* but 
these selected ones suffice to show that Sponsor frequently 
had Ms mind* if not his eyo* on the Aen©id.# while he ms 
siting his pom#
fhis introductory discussion- leads to several con** 
elusions that are significant in regard to the particular 
problem at Issues
1* 3ha?e there is so ouch debate as to Spenserfs 
direct and indirect Indebtedness t o '  Vergil* there must be 
a w  evidence* or -strong indication* of such, borrowings by 
the English peetv
2# It is generally agreed that “the similarity of 
Spenser and Vergil* or Spenser and other models* extends from 
diction to tone*, suggesting lilnahlp of M n & # a common attitude 
towards a comstm ttaief and that iMs community' of spirit is: 
sore significant than any specific borrowings! for so freely 
does Spenser adapt his material that It ta Impossible to
determine precisely the extent of Ms debt to say one 
original**:*^  fherefore many loop-holes are left for errors 
In fixing unmistakably- resdnlsceteee end reproductions fras 
the Latin poet*# art and material*
3* Actual translations of passages from the Aegeia* 
which occur in She Paerto ^ xeene* premise fee probability of 
Influences to general tone* trends of eharac terisation* conduct 
of action* regulation of episodes, ami other structural devices 
and stylistic 'cathode*
4m Dven where it is established that Cpcnser Is 
indebted to OvM (and Professor IlottlesMp points out that 
-few pages of Ovid are free from imitations of Virgil17 
Ariosto* Tasso, and others* who were- enthusiastic followers of 
Vergil* the debt Is, to the end, to Vergil*
Bm As it is a fact that Spenser used Vergil*a 
tfologuea* Georgies » and minor poena as source# in toe Step* 
heard,es Calender,. Vlrgllto Gnat-, arid the Te&re-s of toe Unseat 
It is tmm than probable that he, w h e n  writing Ms masterpiece# 
availed himself of the best epic authority* Vergil, of whom 
hr* Kennedy, in high praise* aaya that
%n undisputed place at the head of Homan 
literature was given to the -avowed rival of 
Bomer and Hesiod, to# meter of fee grandest 
Latin versification,/ toe glorlfier of Boise 
and of Augustus*11
14* Bermid, B* 0* Davis, Edmund Spenser* p. 82* 
IS* Faplllon -and Butofc* VlrSiTr^wSrrp*^ aodi* 
16* Kennedy., Life and WTEISS? of Virgil* €37* to 
and BMghTvirglX. intro*, p. svll* ■
m m  is
6* It
of to© "fHaetep*
f o r  V e r g i l ,
* and yet neglected 
their Inspiration and art*. It is Just ss
ssed by toe ©pic 
t o ewould have failed 
of tout poet*
c m w T m  i
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SBO8KEQB& OF f HE AEI1B1P 
him ;fBE FASE1B OTEBffB
CHAPTSH 1 
AIIGHITE0TOHB 
Plan and Gonduot 
Study of t&anar toter japebntioiia of the plan and 
conduct of fh© People Queens* and a noview of the ©pic* 
romance ifcoelf, leafl to a conclusion that trims between the 
opinions of Upton, who boldly claimed for the poem classic 
unity, uniforKrity, and greatness, of action! and Hughes, 
who says that
f*aere is in $he Faerie Queen© a 
unifying principle less obvious than the 
character of Arthur « the device of the 
feast found in toe second canto of Book IX, 
where Spenser translates to© lines with 
which the First Book of toe- Aeneid ends*1 ^
this quotation is a plausible eaqplanation of Spenserf a
unifying purpose, which, if true, furnishes evidence of direct
te c h n ic a l in d eb ted n ess to  V e r g il’ s  AeneM*
to motives of Vergil and J pensar were very much
to© mm  i n  general spirit.*, Xlacicsil describes those of
!♦ Zolm Upton,. Faerie Quean©*, Preface, !*• JUMPHftip. in.
Greenlaw et I, $&3>2&3«
0* Hughes, op*: eTt*, p* 335* acre is an error here* fh©
Second Book "ofT1 toe Aeneid opens with toes© lines, quoted
in this study, p*
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Vergil as
‘’three motives that were fused to toe 
great national epic of Homes {1} toe 
poetry of kings mud battles, deacrlb* 
lag a half-imaginary heroic eg#, and 
some great action or episode in itj 
($} toe annalistic -scope of an 
historical epic., to which unity mm 
gives by national sentiment, and 
In which toe central thread of 
Interest, toe hero of toe poem, m  
one might almost say, was to© nation 
itself ('Spenser called it n&0V&tr}* 
imagined as having a life and story 
of its own extending over successive 
ages of mortal mem (3) toe celebra- 
tion of toe events, struggled, .and 
triumph© of Virgil’s own age ♦ »***
In to© actual Aeneld we can see all 
toes© tore© kiS3sr oF scope and subject 
mingling to produce a poem which, from 
•one point of view,, was called to©
Latin Iliad? which from another point 
of view was named, as a sort of second 
title, Qestn Fopnli Homanl, * toe deeds 
of to© Soman pe^Ie’T^BnEwhlch, from 
yet another point of view, «is ex­
pressly dedicated to toe glory of 
Augustus”*©
Spenser* s purpose seems to.have been also torso-
fold, for
■ f*ftoc Faerie ■Queen© «s to he 
at once"1©'‘8EEJSair?S' FoSasce, and a 
handbook of morals and manners? imy 
nor© - for Spenser would emulate 
Virgil as well as Ariosto - a . 
national epic to toe glory of 
BaglaaiPfj Elisabeth”* 4
3* 1* W* Haoteil, .l^fareg to Poetry* pp» 79-80,
4# U* C* Smith*. SpSIirr^nnSa^elcSdla- Britannic© *.
vox. xxi, pt m r r —
Having toe motives to mind, w© can bettor understand and 
analyse the plans of Vergil and Spenser* in order to 
determine Aether the one influenced the other*
Vergil planned* to general* to write an heroic 
poem on the traditions of Alba hongs* which would also 
celebrate the exploits of Augustus* and embody the moat ’ 
vital ideas and eentteents of the age * ntoieh to substance 
should glorify noma and toe present ruler* toil# to form 
it should follow closely the great models of epic poetry 
and reproduce all their sources of interest15*^  For this 
general plan* Vergil used one central hero*• Aeneas* aided 
by the gods to all his wanderings* to bring the Penates* 
or household gods* to a new home; this made to© first six 
books* toe same central figure* Aeneas* as a leader and 
warrior* again aided, by toe gods* brought to© Penates to 
Italy and settled then in a permanent homes tola was the 
subject of the last six books* By prophecies and other 
devices Vergil praised to© exploits and reign of Augustus 
and* by legends* stories* and subjective interpolations* 
he revealed too ideals* sentiments* and aspirations of 
Home* and of her people*
Spenser undoubtedly had a plan of tremendous 
scope* *Wg$* seriousness* t and epic dignity* however numerous
5* W* It* Seller* Virgil* in Bacyclopaedia Brit&nnica*
to!*. x x r a # F * ris3 u
vt#
f t* ****** <**«» - ?fco fashion'a
gentleman or noble person In wertuous end gentle die* 
$lpltn&*f the moral allegory mm to be Coloured with 
an historical! fiction11 , toh© history©' of Icing Arthur** g 
in his plan he was following; %I1 the antique Foots 
historical!, first Hoissre, who in the Persons of 
Agaiaemcn and Ulysses hath ensampled a good govemour and 
a vartuaus am., the on© in his Illaa, the other In his 
Odyssolas toon Virgil, whose like intention was to doe in 
the person of Aeneas $ after him Ariosto i. and lately toss©1** 
to© hero was to be Arthur before he became king, 
as a ’’brave knight* perfected in the twelve
He promised, if these books were ■’well accepted**, to write 
twelve other books on. toe public {^ pollitick©*13 virtues 
of Arthur after he became king* to© heroine was to be toe 
P^aery Quean41,, g^lory*1 in his ^ general intention**, Quean 
Elisabeth in his ^ psrfcicdlar1*',, whose- kingdom mm, in faery 
hand, -and- whom Arthur had seen In a vision and, armed,: had 
gone forth to seelr*. toe "Faery Queen©15 ms to be- a sort ©3 
duel personality* f irst as Queen of
Pag© m
m  a "vertnous and beautiful! tody% Balphoebo* "Twelve 
Imighbs" were to undertake "twelve adventures"* assigned to 
them by toe "Queen of Paries11 at "her Annual! feast©" of 
"MI dayos"* toleh "occasion" for to© adve&twes to would 
keep for n toe twelfth boofce% and opm to# poem by "thrnab** 
ing himself into to© middest"* Spenser also stated that
i
many other adventures were to to " totorae&Xed* but rather 
as Accidents* toeai intendment a11.,- ©Xaewher© called by him 
"by ~a© c idents °
Briefly stated, Spenser*© plan supplied a hero* 
a heroine* and twelve other main characters? to© general 
tone of to© poem? the looi^ §ritain and "Paeryland" % the 
conduct and machinery of toe narrative? and episodes "for 
variety"*
thus it la evident that toe plane of both Spenser 
and Vergil comprised a central character of national im­
portance? a dominant national spirits and in Spenser1 b case* 
an underlying allegory, which m s  equivalent t o  to ©  avowed 
purpose of ferglt to support M s  Biperor* Augustus, t o  a 
great moral ami civic reform among toe Homans of Ms day*
Unity
In to© outline of Ms pl^/^enser did not mention 
his unifying device of introducing Arthur* to to© eighth canto-
6* Snith qm5 <So Selincourt, The Poetical VJorks of EHesujMI 
Spenser, p* 40?* ' — — — • — —  — — —
of eachjbook* to usslsfe to© other knights to their perilous 
adventures* m  a .ratter of fact, lie later' devised this plan 
to give the disconnected stories and books of toe fteris 
Queone toe appearance of a unified whole# and toon failed 
to follow toe plan, as to the substitution of Brltoaart 
In Books III and XU for Arthur1 a function as extra aid, 
and again, *in toe weakening of Arthur* s heroic part to 
Book ?1# where he fails to assist Calldora to -toe capture 
of toe Blatant Beast*.
toe Arthurian legend was to Spenser serious 
history 5 and so, by us tog an Motoric hero he could attain 
to epic dignity, Just as Vergil had done by toe legend of 
Aeneas, proudly Imagined by toe Augustans to bo history#
By giving Arthur pre-eminence over - toe other ■ knights, mak­
ing Mm, as it were, a wsuper«»toro^ #. or toe one figure 
tost •was great enough to be a deus ex mofaina to to© 
others at to© summit of toelr inability to cope with 
hazardous situations#, Spenser ■ thought h© ted & unifying 
method. Bis hero, Arthur, seemed to him# moreover* as 
genuinely epic as Aeneas, the loader and super-man of toe 
AgneldU too® Vergil made great# and yet provided for' Mi#
In case of emergency* toe gods as del eat aaeMals*^
Spenser may have been so aware of to© constructive
?* $ote W* Draper, to© narrative ibshnlque of to© Faerie
Qaeen&w Modem iSpil^llmclBlI^rm^EWaWoMSr^^lXeS^f 
7a# ¥Tgrr*Venus# mother and guardian of Aeneas; and Iteo# aelf- 
-avowed protector of terns and the Batins*..
Bag© M
moral inspiration of such an. all-round ideal character &$ 
Aeneas that he expressly stated Ms unifying theme in M e 
' latter to ’Raleigh* Because he found in toe Orlando Pnrloao 
an a^llegory vaguo and fitful,* end toe moral purpose,' wMeh 
he ted been taught to seek in it* often abandoned for sheer 
deligjht to a baffling Irrelevancy* he mm careful to' explain 
that him poem was to he a * continued allegory or dark conceit*'# 
ate all the elaborate toterwto&Ings of Mi plot were to be 
directed fey his ethical intention11^* toich mst© fashion a 
gentleman or noble person to vortuous or gentle discipline*.
Vergilto unifying theme# to one eon sc* was to© 
rescue of the Penates from fallen Troy, their transportation 
to Latleum* later Rome* ate permanent settlement thereto.
In reality# the permeating theme of toe aeaold is toe 
to^ erlal greatness ate mission of Rome*
Can it bo said# in to© same manner* tost ;ihe 
Faerie Queen© is m nsingle narrative leading-to- son© result 
of national greatness*1?^  It certainly is not a stogie 
narrative* but’a very complex one; ate yet* if Spenser 
really ted to mite hero what he hoped for* mm®ly* too 
marriage of teleester* too champion of Puritanism# ate 
Queen Eltosfeeto* to Prime Arthur1 a vision of* ate long 
search for* Glorlaim* there is a result of national, magni­
tude In M s  plan* If tola was not toe- case* Spenser
S* P eS e lib e o u rt* . op* © lb*# In tro * *  p* M il*
0*, Rofet* - S. Conway* toe 'Vergiilaa Age* p* 130*
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nevertheless ©ate the story seam to Ms generation great 
and momentous* largely- by means of Ms pollMcal allegory* 
and it would have impressed the Rlit&beteana far ©ore had 
it not been for the jealousy and political intrigue at 
court*
Spenser my have been increased by. tee national, 
element* which Is the unifying spirit of the Aoneldg for 
sense of the objects of Spenser are identical, with those 
of Vergil, as w© see In Rnappfs apt ©position of thesis
X^n a multitude of #sys Vergil 
brings the Aeneas story which forma 
tee ground work of Ms pom into vital 
conr.eetIon with the career of Italy 
and of its capital* Romei he reminds 
Ms countrymen of their glorious past* 
emphasises the blessed present, and 
hints at a richer future development*
Bio poem is an egression, in an 
imginative and idealised form, of one 
great aim of the policy of Augustus -*■ 
a revival of national feeling and a 
deeper consciousness of the 'true 
g^ eatnm& of Rosso,* El@ countrymen 
recognised this national and repres©nt&~ 
tlve character of the Aeneld by calling 
it the Pasta Popnll RoSnlT'^fhe Poada 
of the ISaaKa
Tmnms as an <®o3Sbent of the Spirit 
of Home, Vergil pictures him as 
•Accomplishing tee very things which 
the Romm, race is destined to achieve, 
and as earning immortality by the very 
qualities whichoade Home herself 
iXJustMoua*® ^
‘ Did Spenser get any suggestion from tee Aeheld 
in solving tec'problem of unity for tee whole work, teat t% 
unity of plot or action? It may be teat he saw how Ammm
10. Chas. Knapp, Very,11 ana Ovid, Intro,, jp, 48-50.
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unified Vergil1© long poos, and planned at least to have 
Airtime* da the same 'far fhe .faerie. Qne&n©# Of course, as 
4 tea been said, Aitonr did not do this., even in the si^e hooka 
that Spenser completed# Dido, the miffing romantic fora© 
of the first four books of the AenoM, eouM have suggest* 
ed Brltosaart, whose story, with Artegallfs overrides the 
division between Books 111 and IV, and relates thee© to 
Books 1 and XI, and whoso future,-, at one with Artegallfs, 
is sufficiently repealed by prophecy to complete her atory#*^  
53113 tbe° 3^  13 ta fcw ostln s, b u b o e s  not succeed to  u n ify - 
ing the action of the poem; it leases too many disconnected 
episodes and unrelated characters#
Vergil counted on the sixth Book of the Aensld 
to unify Ms poem,; by Introducing (1) m central Providence j 
(2) a universal philosophy! {$} a central person *• Augustus! 
{4} the Goldan Bough in the darkness of the forest, that la, 
a certain method or spirit! and. finally, (55 Hie mystery of 
life and death, which unites every part of the atospyj*®
In some smb. way Spenser perhaps depended on- Ms allegory 
which pemea tea Hae Faerie Queens and interrelates many 
elensnte of the main narrative .and the sub*pXota# Allegory 
is assuredly on© thing that runs continuously and consistent* 
ly through fhe. Faerie Queens#
11# B* B* 0# Dod^ e, Spenser * s Imitations from Ariosto#
p# h# l* a-, ziiriro^3Bi#— — 1— -!—  -----
IB# B# r* Consay, fee. Vergillan Age, Chapter IX#
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'That the unity of The Faerie Qooeoe is not in. the 
construction, hut elsewhere* is our conclusion* agreeing
with Blair* who a&yss
’ >
S^penser did not tell the truth about 
his plot witen he wrote to Raleigh* Be 
himself probably did not know what he would 
do eventually* But by the time he had 
reached the ninth book* ho must have felt 
a psychic forewarning of the accusations 
to be nade against him in later ages %. and 
feeling this* he made a new confession of 
faith* in which ho described as accurately 
as possible the nature of his plots 
1 Like as a ship* that through 
the ocean wydo 
Directs her course unto one 
eertaine cost*
Is mot of many a counter
winds and tyde*
With which her winged
speed'-is let and crost,
And she her self© in stormie 
surges tostI 
y©t making many a horde*:, and many a bay*. 
Still wlnneth way* no hath her 
coapasse lostf 
Right so it fares with mo In this long way*.’ 
Tihos© course is often stayd* yet 
never Is astray*f^  IS
rgaJi*- i^* *ii# 1
Organisation into books 
Several • theories. have. obtained in explanation of 
Spenser* a choice of * twelve77 as the number of books in the 
Faerie Queene* and. of other elements in his poem*
Since there is such varying opinion as to the 
number of virtues In Aristotle* s Ethics*, the number ranging
13* X&wrenee Blair*' The flat of The Faerie Quean©*
p* a* h* a*# xltcX? 33T~ ~  ***** ■ln,MruTITnnr,r“ -
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from eic^ at to thirteen# and because Spenser as a youth 
would probably have remembered, that there were 17 twelve1 
books In the Aeneld (even if#, as Hughes thinks, he had, 
for the most part, youthful and t^ime^ dinimea71 recollections 
of the epic poem, since nhm did not read it during Ms 
creative prlme71^};, a student may' readily concur In the 
explanation of Fenwick la regard to toe ° twelve virtues*7, 
n twelve knights %  "twelve days71 of Gloriana* s feast, .and 
17 twelve book©'0, all of which Spenser planned#
f,The coincidence of toe Twelve 
Paladins and toe twelve Books of to©
Aeneid probably had more to do with 
the'‘original plan of The Faerie Queens 
than *any Invention* or * 3Sspbsltion^ "rnr; 
of toe tale of Prince Arthur* *****
Thero were to be twelve- Books to the 
Faerie Queene because that was tti©”  
riSJber for "an epic poem, not because 
there were any twelve virtues! '©nd 
toe phrase of Epeaser* f to© twelve 
private morall vertues, as Aristotle 
Imto devised*, is bast and most simply 
understood to mean 1 toe twelve moral 
virtues which are such as Aristotle 
would call private virtues** .Artistic 
motives ®uatIT'1BeT1Mept to mind as -well 
as phllosopMc, and temperament as 
well a© reason#11 IS
Epic Principles
nln toe structure of an epic poets have ob­
served four practical consequences#
14*
IS.
Hughes^op* cit*» Foreword, p< 
W* to RermdoIcT'^ gdimMid Spenser 
55E* olt** veto
, 261* ■
to Oreonlaw ©t Ato,
X, Mmm ©nd at the end*
2* Seva? begin at the beginning*
3*- Vary tho stony without interrupting it#
4* Sadie# but newer laugh sXatsI***®
a story of the trojans# who, as they learn-
were later to found Rose and* with
the Latins and other tribal strains, were to sake their city
the capital and center of a great and powerful ©spire tinder
Augustus, did not and at that point in the poos# where Aeneas
overcame Tiirous, that is, with the conigueat -of the Latins
by the Trojans*
T^o secure further that the real compass 
of his pom should not be limited by the 
experiences of Aeneas, Vergil made Book VI 
t e l l  three different stages of th e  story, 
the last being the very end of the narrative - 
tho death of ICarcellus* to historical order, 
then, the books would stand? 21 - III * IV ~
V - part of VI - VII - VIII - IX - part of 
XI - XII •- part of VI * part of VIII ~ part 
of VI,® 1?
It I s  possible that Spenser1 s  s to r y  would have gone 
on, even after the poem ended, with the splendor and success 
o f  a  Utopian i&gland under niisabeth* and perhaps,. Leicester* 
bad the l a t t e r ,  the hero of fit© Paerio Pueene, not d ie d , 
probably before Spenser had completed M s Third Book, B e, 
however, cannot know, for we c - jot have the ending of tho 
f i r s t  tw elv e books, n o t to m ention the second  aeries o f  
wtwelve bookes*, in which Spenser promised to portray
.* Conway, olt,, pp* 130-133- 
V Conway, op* clt*, p. 132#
Arthur1 g "pollitlcko TOrttaea” after %ee earn© to baa king*.
the classical to aedlaa res arrangement grew oat of 
the epic precept ■* fnevor bagto at the beginning* • Vergil* 
the * master* * seeing the realistic effect of this retrospect 
tire narrative, began his poem in Book XX* instead of in 
Book Xf and had Aeneas relate in Book XX* at the request 
of Dido* the story of the fall of troy*
By beginning his story to the midst, Spenser 
"follows Vergil and. other poets** says Greenlaw, who adds * 
that nth© epic did not arrive at the point where the setting 
could be given In vsrae"#*® Hie second statement is* however t 
an oversight of the feast of Medina (II, i, 39~44)> at which 
Guyon explains, -the occasion for his adventure, and tells ham 
the Faery Queen assigned hi© guest, with others* during 
her annual feast* Sponsor, is thus using the device of 
realistic retrospective narrative*, which Vergil used In the 
Aeneld (X* 631 ~ XXXJ* by having Aeneas toll the story of 
the fall of troy* and the wanderings of the Trojans* She 
occasion Is also a feast* and the hostess Invites the story* 
as in the English poem*
Bponser did not realise the full value of Vergil* s 
Intricate artistic design* but he ms aware of the graphic 
effect of a. story within a story* and used it again (F«,.<&».«
XXI* to)* likewise with a banquet setting* and "with a clear
IS* Edwin Greenlaw* the Faerie Queens * Encyclopaedia 
Americana* X* *KiST* - -
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reminiscence of the AeneidT?*^
Vergil had a unique plan for varying Ms  story
without interrupting It,
"The hooks of the Aeqeid are arranged to 
pairs and contrasted points of view are 
combined* Accosting to the first device 
■those hooks .with odd gxasfeera are of 
Hotter Odyssean type 3 the even~aumbere& 
hooks reflect the graver color- of the 
Iliad# Ms second method for variation*. 
asSTyet steady flow of narrative* pro* 
vldes correspondence aM contrast between 
each of the Books in the first half' of 
' the poem and the Book In the correspond* 
tog position to the second half5 for 
example* Book 1 and Book VII narrate an 
arrival to. a strange land*, which at first 
proffers friendship; Venus prevailing 
-over Juno is the controlling spirit of ,
Book X| Juno over Venus*, of Book VXX«®«®
This Is curiously true of the six pairs of corresponding and
contrasting, books, showing Vergil* s carefully constructed.
and artful design*
Spenser evidently knew the classical law of varying
toe story* for he used toe 'words- * sweet variety* to  t i t s  totter
to K&le!#u Bis plan for varying Ms narrative was simpler
10* Bagkm mentions (Virgil and Spenser, p« 333) Upton1 s 
belief "that toe expressly,^ e^nBeFtalned with wsrre*, 
translates Virgil*'© * crudeli marts reeeptus1; and recalls 
that' to * wedlocks contract to blond*. and eke to'.blond 
accomplished* C£*IW 1X1* to* 42), Upton -noted an 
echo of toe godSSSlPs threat to fieneld VII* 3181
*Sanguine Trclano et Butulo dotoSws^iritVir|^ *f■ %
B0* Conway, od* clt*, Chop* IX*
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than Vergll^ s, and It often caused hin to lose the unity of
his story* and to appear to have little plan*
”Tho Faerie Queen© does have a certain 
e^rie^ry^nTE^ari>angement of its 
episodes .I in most of the hooks* a 
knight and a lady engage upon a quest? 
the falls into ate* usually
the antithesis of the particular 
virtue portrayed in that book; he Is 
saved by a sort of &©t*g ex moc|ybm# 
usually in the pereon^f^rSEFi^Se is 
taught the virtue tha* corresponds to 
Ms sin? and he nrocoeds upon M s quest 
-and conquers*11
fMs arrangement is most apparent in Books I* II, and VI, 
where the inserted episodes are less numerous and loss 
digressive than in the other three- Books* Again* to obtain 
’variety of matter0 Spenser gave each hook a different 
hero with a different story*, and f* intermeddled0 many 
irrelevant tales* thus putting a heavy strain on the unity 
of his poem in ad.far as action of plot was concerned#
Digressions constitute his other means for variety, and in
In accord with theories of Scallger and Cinthio, Italian
critics and loose interpreters- of classics! principles of 
poetry, fpenser found at least tolerance for these- two methods 
of varying hie narrative, and was satisfied, because he 
believed that they wore sanctioned by Aristotle* s footles,;
21* *r# u*" Draper*- Th® Narrative Tecimiaue of Tk& 'Faerie
Queens* P* 12* TrA7TH»H£ S15T^"” ~  -- - - -----
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and they were used by Vergil*
As for Spenser'1® imitation: of Ariosto*® Orlando 
Furlobo in these structural devices, we note that "Spenser* s 
plots are in series*, not simultaneous, as in the Parioso0» 
except vfcen, with a unifying ate, Spenser allows the plot 
,of one book be ran- over into another; 1 there is no in 
medias res beginning in Ariosto1® romance0; and there are 
"no unifying figures" that occupy positions equivalent to 
those of Arthur and GlorSana in the gaerl# %aeene»^
'the epic precept ~ * smile, but never laugh aloud1> 
is,rather closely adhered to by Vergil* who allows only 
gentle humor, and that, as a rule, in the books with odd. 
numbers; examples are the story of the harpies (Ami* 111, 
22S»2S8), Jhaofs promise to give Aeolus a beautiful alr^ nymph 
for a wife Cl, 65*75), and the story of Pious, who was 
changed, by his wife Circe, into a bird (VII, 189*491}.* 
Spenser1 s very nature, Puritan and subjective as it was, 
led Mm .{!) to lay hold on the Renaissance theory, also 
classical, that the hero should furnish us with an emob. 
ling example, and (2) to admire the dignity of Aeneas, a 
model of personal virtue and civic loyalty* Spenser*a 
idealistic -disposition and conspicuous moral aim would not 
tolerate in tils poem, which he "regarded m  having, at
22* .Draper*, op*, elt*, pp* 317»3ia*
/
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least a «  of the nature of an Eple^f tacre than merely 
smiling baser* &  fact, as one reads along, canto• after- 
canto, in fhs Faerie Queene, paradoxically enough, the 
hyper^ serious tone actually and suddenly becomes a bit ■ 
comical* But Spenser*® one conscious concession to hmsor 
in bis poem I© BraggadoeMo, M s  -only comic character,, in 
whom "a certain hard humor somewhat beepers Ms virulence13*^
23, Eenw£ckt o£* sit*, !, 360*
24* Cory,. BerllrtrS*:, l-dmund Spenser* p* 113#
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Influence of tradition 
As Vergil followed Berner for the story of Troy, 
Apollonius of Ihodes for the Dido episode, and Hheirlus and 
Ihnius for certain ©pie lines and details# so Spenser used 
tho traditions that ted gathered ground King Arthur and 
related figures, and ted some down to M i  through Malory* s 
forte DT Arthur* 0o®ffresr of KonmoutMs Mstoria Begm 
Bri tannine* Camdenr s Britannia * and Arthur of little Britain,^  
As Logouts says, ^ Jto Faert© Queens is a revival of -the old 
cMmlrl© epoch* with Its costume, its symbols, and Its 
rltm ftm^
Fergll depended on Homer for Ms narration of
combats and general situations In Books H, X, .and XII, and 
for the description of thr games In Book V$. but to differed 
from Homer In Ms emphasis upon ^ dramatic movement ate the 
motivation of action from within**#^  He turned back to Bomer 
for suggestions or models of simile#, characters, ate scenes*
1* 0resnlaw* Sritomart at the House of Buslrate©* Studies
" to p m i o i o B T x i ^t ; n i T “" ------
3S6-3SS), derived from the m o d  (JOT* 1 2 ), ate Book XI 
{492-49?} is Vergil* a expression of the' lomeric sIMle of 
a horse freed from Ms'tmlter' (11* ¥1,' SOS}* fhe final 
combat of look HI of the Aeneto, toe death struggle of 
ftirant with Aeneas, Is partially modelled on toe fight 
of motor ate Achilles {si, mil),
to a similar m y  Spenser used toe xsagio arfof 
Merlin (P* Q« I* vilf 3S>, from toe Arthurian tales# Merlin* s 
prophetic power, In Canto 111 of Book III, to bring before 
BrltogB&rt a catalogue of her distinguished descendants | ate 
H©rlin,s Vulcan-like skill In making £rtour*s sword, Herd* 
dure {IX, vlil, 20-21), Spenser also mat back to toe 
early romance. Sir papain ate to g  Qreea Knight, for the idea 
of toe girdle of Venus which sas used to prove toe virtue 
of Amorot, {XV, v, 2-20}* fhe story of tea ate her knight 
CP* cu X, I, 1-B) opens with suggestions of Gareth ate Lynette 
from Malory* s Morto S*totour,.
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hosts bo a. flooding stream? they
'♦♦-♦♦•♦♦round about M m  floeke
Impetuously, 
life© a great water flood, that,
todbllng low 
From the high mornitulnoB, threat©©
to overflow 
$ith suddein fury all the
fertile playne,
And the sad huabandiBau* e long hop©
doth throw 
Adorno the stream© * and all Mb
vowea m&fe© myne,
Bor hounds nor hank© his headlong
.ruin© may sustaya©.*0 o
-PjJ* XX, 3Et, 18,
°Xtie resemblance here0# says. Hughes, °to Virgil1 b comparison
of the Greeks issuing from the fro Jan Horse to fire and flood
extends to so many details that It cannot be fortuitous!
♦In sogetsa veiuti cm tlomm
furentlbus austrle 
Xncldit, aut rapldus montano
flumin© barrens 
St emit agros., aterait sata lasts
boumque laboras,
Praeeipltesque trahlt silvas* stupet
Inscius alto*
Acclplens sonitum saxi de
verblce- pastor*^ »
«ggg». XX, 3Q4~30S*
In Book II Spenser made Bolpiioebe
S^uch as Diana by the sandy shore 
Of swift Eurotas, or on Cynthus green0*
~P* Q«- 11# HI# 83L
b* • Styghed, op* cite, p* 393*
0 ., Hhgbea* ©£* H l» #  PP* 393*304*
Pag® m
"toe simile is a literal translation of ?Irgllfs picture 
of Dido0 : f _ _ _
ftQiaalls to Furotao rlpts. aut 
par to@a Cyntoi 
Exoreet Mona chores s1*
1.® 4SHSN4699W
toe owertorow of -Orgo-glfo to litoaed to toe fall 
■of an old trecf Arthur so asset® off Ms right leg
Wf£imt dome fee todbSedt' as an aged tree#
High ipowtog on to© top of rocky ©lift*, 
f&ose tarbstrings with Steens steel®
might hewen be* 
toe mightie trxmok half a rent*
with ragged rift 
Doth roll adorn® the roo&s* and fall
; _ with fearofull drift#*
v -f« q» i* wtii* as*
Cpcmaerto 17aged tree11 to not only
wMJi© to an ancient ash iitt
, orowBtog to® crest of a  mfmtato*. 
iToodman ora. struggling together
to tori to toe ground* after hawing 
Hound it with steel and mny «n axes 
it trssM.es Ml wr8rf 
Bows- its wawertog head of Itafii, 
and* Jarred to to# summit,. ",
Slowly yields to its fatal wounds* 
then utters a dying 
Groan, and* tons from ■ toe
heists# down crashes mjestic to rotol*1 ®
-^®n» n # deaeddau
tot Spenser described it wito M s  ®y® on toe Pergilton 
simile* toe close similarity of'details points to more
7, IbicU. p. 361. '
8, ESrlan B- Ballard, Slie Aoneid of Virffll. a S*suaa- 
latlon*
o Sesaerte* agate* shorter* and snore ©on*'
.^ve.
ate as w  soat or ^ orgllls^  . Sewaral of these f 
reject Vergil1® general teas and subject, and Mi 
manipulation of parts | #*g*, to© description of a wins 
storm that samros to suggest the fierce renewal of 
tetatir1# attack on PyroohXes tP» q» 11* will* 4S}| 
Spenser changed tola figure te Ms eteraeteriafcieally 
independent manner# tat it still reminds as of Vergil 
* X* '356*350* and II* 4X6*419)*
toen, too*, we find la toe Faerie
and spirit* and yet* so true to English, 
life that Bonly © poet with Ms eye on his. object could 
hair© written them*5f ^ Pot exoinplef
wAe toen a cast of P&ulcoas make'
Ab an Horneshaw,, that lye©
aloft on wing*. 
m they strike a t  him
with heedless© might, 
foul© M b hill doth
backward wtegf 
0a which toe first# whose force her
first doth bring, 
self# Quit© through too bodie.
doth engor© 
f a l l e t o  down# to  ground
some* 
*!■
of hop souse*, and passing by
. 4eto. inapt-. no awe#11
*F» <£* W * w il*  9#
jjll. iuaes
(
of tradition, so- Spenser .writes isneh to
times brief*- end* igata* aXaoet as long
)\
uses metaphors %s a way of approach 
as toe simile offers M s  a means of escape from ■allegory* 
toe whole moral of Book XX is enforced by toe concluding 
stanza, which shows toe cotsplete process of ae 
crystallising into
* See
beastly man 
tost hath so soon©
Of Ms creation, toon- he life began* 
tost now lie ohooseto with Ml©
difference 
to be a beast*- and laete
to item toe Palmer thus: toe
donghlll kind©'
in  t I l t e  and fewto
Lot Gryll be Gryll* end .bay#
bis hoggish mind©**1*
XI* Mi* 85T*
Dawn |F» Q» X* M *  SI) re*
1octe:# -of Aurora to reminiscent of ^ lufcea la toe
ssxne passage of tea Aene|d» ** Metaphors with or without
parallelism to fer&ilto are numerous in The Paeri© Qmmm
P^orfe of reason*1 -• IX*, *1* t»- ■
T^se&pt la women* s snare*1 f, v*. 1*
Ringed thoughts1* * f, wi, 7*
® Chawing to© cud of griefs1*' ** If, tr£*. 19* 
ft®oll shot to foaroa he :se©m*d * f, rt, It*
^ P ric k e d  w ith  w ra th  ansi fi&vf Mmm®
disdain©51 •* I, '*1* 0*
M^elting t o  t e a r © © 11 ~  X ,  ii, 22*
H^uge sea of sorrow1* -** ill, it?,, 8, an echo of
fergiX*a "fXuofcuafc aostoP Ctojw If, 838), 
and nm m m m  ftoetu&t aastaffHfean* fill*
19) *
The descriptive epithet with characters to another 
traditional device of the ©pic* It la need hy Spenser to give 
Ms poem too classical ton© of Homer, fergiX, and Ovid* A® 
too Aoaeld is peopled with nptm Aeneas”, **tofoX£g Dido1*, 
nSldonla Dido11, nkingly Aeeatas1*, f^idua Achates*, wsfc©m Mars*,
■j
n implacable to®, %oor S&raatus*, teusff, and
\
*puleher Xulu&* | to such manner Spenser uses deserptire mark* 
ora for characters, although not so generally ®0 does forgils
**$&&»© VrnmBam %Iaoke fiat©#© grtosly 
Dame* Cl', I, 37), ®88l I^osorpto©*,
a^hbtllX Archlmgof1,. ^ faithless© 3&rosto%,
*drad Belloisa?? C'fli,, wl, 5), *fals© Dncssa*,
f^ierce Orion^ , Clustering Awotu#*, %ilver 
Ofntote1*,, "Olorlane ^ *mt queen of gtor? bright*
Cl, tij 46), suggestive' of Augustas (Aen* fill,
11* Alice A*' S&wfcoll©, Caamntary, to Greenlaw ©t &X*# 
jg, e|t*, 1, 304* ~  ~  '
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Departure frora tradition
* .
Vergil departs from tradition by the Introduction 
of Cl) .Horan characters ouch os Augustas,- EarceXXna, IIseceuaa, 
Agrlppa, Cato* and the Gracobi, in Books VI and VIIXj IE)
Italic legends*,mm those of Camilla (Aen* XX, 538*594), of
Hmm* C T O *  X69*XiX|, of' Camia (TOI, X01«E7dX, 
and of ^ Father Sabinas* CTO, I$8*X79}£ and {3} Italian 
Customs, as the opening of the gates of lams Cl, 09O«*£96):, 
the feast of Hercules,., with dances- of the Saltl or priests 
Cr a x *  102*306), the funeral rites of the Batins (III, 203*210),
T U T ' m S
and the trophy made from the body of a slain ®nm& (Aon* XX* 
1*13) ♦
Spenser' leaves native and classical traditions to 
bring into his pom English charactersi examples- are,
Elisabeth, as *l*&naquIIX, (P* Q* XX, %  76), and as B^elphoebe* 
{III, v, 04*85) {XI, 111* 01*42)1 Grey, as ArtegaXX {V, 1, 0), 
as champion of *Irena* or Ireland <7, xll); Lord Burnley as 
a nsage' old Syref?, (V, to, 45} f. teicestor as Arthur, the 
defender of Belgium. (V# x, and there are many others* 
Although Spenser does not use the real names of these 
characters in Ms pom, his allegory Is so transparent that 
the men and women of the Elizabethan ss knew almost an* 
questionably Chough «e may not. always know.) to whom Spenser 
referred, and often feared that he would be made to answer 
grievously for M s  boldness in -decrying the social and
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political ©vile of the court, and tteir advocates*. A few of 
Spenser* a English myths and legends, other than those m» 
luted to the hero,, Arthur,., reveal Ms mm of national 
elements, and a ls o  roseola tales from th e  Aenaid* Hughes 
says that
*In Spenser* s. unmapped world the 
pEgeant*marriage of tte Thames with 
the Medway {P.«_ 0* VI, xi), and the 
courtship of^We Molanna by the 
Pranehlon f?ix, vl), are the oloseet 
equivalent© for Virgil* s dramatic 
tradition of the burial of lisoaus, whence
* Monte sub aerie, qul mmc
liiserus ah illo 
Diei&ur, aatemamqu© tenet per 
saeehXa nomen*,f # »
~Aen* VI, 035*054*
to the nature myth Just Quoted, a fabricated genealogy and
description of aea*gods and rlver^ go&s, classical, English,
and Irish, are most elaborately'set‘forth* ‘It la ©aid that
in one passage of The Paert© Queens "wo have a eosspotmd of
Vlrgilian memories. with impressions of Irish outlaws and
material, derived from English folir tales# it relates of
Malengin that
*toto a tom himself© he first did
tournei
But he. Mm hunted l ik e  a  fox©
full fasts 
Then to a bush himself© he did
transfers©#
But h# the bush did beat, ttil
that at last
12# Hughes, 0£* pit*, p» 387*
Into a bird it ctaungfd and
B at h e then-
tree to tree, from 
wand to ma&t 
stones at it" so long 
did cast, 
atone it fell upon
But he than. took© It up, ana
held fast in his hand#*
:v v,
She last line- of the qpotation,
"tZhose Idftie' trees yelod with
< s owners pride;,
Bid' spred so broad, that
light did bide, 
with power of
-~F* Q* 1, 1, 7 *
refers to the anoient superstition that stars ted. an evil
influence on tree®*^ nlte willow « o m  of forlorn©
Pabajnoura0 (p» %  1, 1, 9} Is the subject of several old
Hnglish ballads*^ Again and again occur instances of
Spenser*s oto Eiyth*»m&irigf e*. g,,
*0 what of Gods then hoots it to be borne,
If old Avenslos sonnss so evil! tercet 
Or who IfSll" riot. great IJighbes.
children sceroe, 
tihen two- of three her lephews
are so fenle forlornot**
l, V;, S=S#-
A .farther departure from tradition by both Vergil 
■and Spenser is their use of historical -and cwjtecjwrary
♦ mgwis* og, eft*, p* 370*
» Thomas barton, Coisrnentar^  In 
OP*: Oft** 1*.I78,
Greenlaw- ofc Al#,
to the early htogs of Rome# to the Republic of Cato, to© 
Gracchi* the Soiplos, and to Julius Caesar, to Book ¥1$- 
and to such events as the rap© of the Sabines, the ®x* 
pulsion of farquin, Mm conquest of Some by the -Gauls* 
the conspiracy of Catiline, and the bottle of Ae-tlum* to 
the Blgbto Book of to© Arne Id# Allusions to VbrglX#© -ora 
time include toe conquests of Oetaviaims, his tine© tolumpha* 
and saoriflcaa to tore© hundred shrlnea of Horn© (Am* VIII, 
714*728}* the closing, of toe gates, of Janus during to© rei®ri 
of Augustus (I,. 293-294}* to©'death of H&reellus (VI, 860*» 
83fe)| and toe glory of individual and national achievements 
of the Golden age*. An anachronic to toe Aeneid* 
n absenti Aeneaa eurrum geminoa
Semina ab aatoerlo, spirant©s
naribus
-Am* VIII, 28CM381»
Illustrates how Vergil borrowed toe toe Eastern splendor of 
his -own toy to enhance toe reality of an ancient period#' to 
Book IX (614-62$} toe Phrygians of to© Bootle age are credit** 
@d with toe vices and effeminacy of their descendants* ft*© 
%eim©0, or tumlng-posts of toe Roman Circus (X, 472}, were 
first used long after to© era of Xurnus and to© totine* to© 
double-yoked war-car (X, 399} Vergil again adopted from con*
Spenser too employe conscious literary devices, .or 
too opto traits that ho observes In the hast classical poetry, 
which, therefore, he; wishes to .incorporate in his national 
epic-romance* Bla allusions to Ring Ethelrad and Augustine 
(P» .0t« 111, ill, 35}* to Caesar1# invasion of Britain (XI, 
x, 47) i to Constantine {11, at, 60)* and to too sacking of 
rich monasteries by Henry fill (VI, xli, 25), aro only a 
few of the. many historical references in too Faerie 
Concerning sen and events of Ms  om time, Spenser refers to 
Sir John Ferret, the natural son of Henry VIII as^ Satyrane*1'
CP» Q.» Z# atl, 20-30); to the defeat of toe Spanish Aranda 
(III, Iv, 17-34, and ?# vlii}* He alludes to toe confine­
ment and persecution of IZary, Queen of Soots (XXI, asi and Mill, 
to Leicester* s campaign in toe Motherlands (V# & and cl}; 
and to the scurrilous pamphlets aimed at Elisabeth by to#
Homan Catholics, the danger of a Homan Catholic reaction, and 
the Jesuit plot (I, i, 20-44)* In spite of-- too. allegory 
that veiled these allusions, they m 1® clear to toe con­
temporaries of Sponsor* Hie Faerie Qneane contains ana­
chronisms, but they arc not mxmectmt
F* Qm II,. 1, 15 - breaded tammls* or
hair-nets -were not mod 
in the age of chivalry, but 
in toe- Elizabethan period*
F*Q* If, ait, 28 — harpies belonged to to#
ancient beliefs of Some*
FsQ# II, xl* 21 - American Indians were
first tenama in seventeenth
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HI, v, S2 ■* tobacco me not teem In 
tbe days of knights*
F» Q* ill,, lit, 0 <* Indian Peraw w  not in
the geographical knowledge 
of medieval England*
Bossanblc features In tee epic 
In keying- with epic gravity tee Jienstd 'has only a few 
ronantle elements* The Dido stony, and tee human feeling test 
permeates the poem, are typical of romantic!so, and., largely dee 
to these* n Virgil became, for later ages, the feuntate-he&d of 
romanticism, because he interwove Into tee epic scheme tee new 
romantic motives0*3^  It is true teat romantic details appear 
throughout tee poem, but they ere only briefly mentioned or 
slightly developed in a romantic style,. the Faerie .Queens la 
full of highly romantic situations and qualities, but they mm 
so gravely managed by our solemn Spenser as to give them tee 
savor of epic*. For instance, the love-story of ArtegaH ant 
Brlfcosart (P* 0* 111 and I?}, the affair between Una and tee 
Hedcroase Knight (Book© I and III, end tee story of fastorella 
(Book ¥2}*
Dramatic qualities 
The toneid has a dramatic style and construction test 
tee Iliad does not even suggest! this is well Illustrated by the 
dramatic ending of tee 4en©td. after much delay and. suspense*.
16, J* 17* Mactell, teotures on Poetry* p* BS*
Vergil* s ’contribution 'to tit© development of epic poetry is 
his us© of dramatic machinery, which, added to tee later**
mingling of genuine living characters, particularly in tea 
last sim hooka of tee Aeneld, goes far toward -constituting 
a matchless epic artistry* The Faerie Queenc, has something 
of the dram in i% hut tee acting and situations' are often 
in th© nature of pageant, or •masque, or, occasionally, of 
spectacular melodrama; e« g*t the tale of tee, Hedcross# 
Knight and Buassa (,F» .*>» I and IX), and Quyonls overthrow 
of AcraaivX and tee Bower of Bliss {II, mil)*
Construction of scenes 
Bow do Vergil and Spenser build their narrative 
scones, and ore there any signs of influence,, tee one upon 
tee other? Is there a- concise introductory description of 
the setting, or is it gradually developed through a sequence 
of single features? Is the setting used to indicate tee 
cause of the action,, to create pathos, or to furnish an 
harmonious background? Is tee scene motivated Cl} by a 
logical connection with preceding a*i subsequent events;
(£} by using tee wXesrtent of chance! {3} by having tee scene 
serve as a link to bridge over a sudden change in scenes;
{4} If 'tee subject of tee .seme is not an integral part of 
the action, by introducins «i® some, {a) as a narration by 
an actor; {b} as a narration by tee poet himself ;{e} as m
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later discovery of a- previous teppeMng; or (5) by Intro** 
duclng the description of future events through (a) prophecy, 
or (b) vision? Is the development of tee scene logical In 
action and optional content? ,1s a .protagonist provided?
In Vergil* s narration" of tee death of Camilla 
t&en* XX, 768-831} a sequeaea of single features develops tee 
setting, which setting indicates tee cause of tee action, and 
also creates pathos* , The scene is activated By a logical, 
connection with preceding and cub sequent events* tt© emotion* 
al content of the scene la very logically developed# 
protagonist Is Camilla herself, who is seriously concerned, 
even in her last moments, about tee future success- of tee 
Batin cause under tee leadership of Turns© *.
In tee adventure of tee Hederoase Knight and tee 
dragon (F« ♦!* 1, j&#; 1*55} Spenser has a concise Introductory 
description of tec setting:; he motivates the- seen© fey logl* 
©si connection with previous and later action; and tee action 
is unusually well'developed, compared with many scenes in te© 
later hooks; tee protagonist la tee talght, aided fey m deus 
£8& in tee fora of magic healing halm from a tree,
and a well of healing lotion* Spenser1 a story of Merlin 
(III, HI, 10-13) Is a narration fey the poet, to give a cause 
for tee action of ■ tee previous aeeno of Clause and Brit ©mart, 
a M  to explain tee setting of subsequent events* Tkm scene
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is well developed and the protagonist is Merlin*
Smh analysts ® | # with fair - tribute to Spenser*#
episode# and %y-0oefd©ntstl become- more numerous*
P^amtlo - excellence Is also- shorn in the oonversa*
tion scene between Hiaus and Eury&Xus (Aen* IS# 184-301}♦ 
Delineation of char act or motivates the speeches # which, . in 
structure, are of the question and answer typ©# and in which 
the two young lien participate by speech and reply? the domi­
nant emotion of the seen# is the concern of Ifisue for the 
safety of the younger nan* Ms friend*
(Am# %Xm. .340-444} fergil reminds us of Homer* Tho 
structural type of the scene is a debate carried on by
lengthy speeches and sharp replies? the saotive for the some
- > *
is the portrayal of furans*# character and personality? 
the dominant emotions are boastful scorn and personal 
hatred*
Spenser is often accused wf rambling* without a 
clear plan? that seam# to be true of parts of the pom as a 
whole! but examples of carefully planned scenes are net- 
rare in Mm Baerf# Qpaone*. a# coiwersstion scene# '-are at 
times a# well, worked out as Vergil* s*
f&ge 52
to the conversation of the Hedcrosse Itolgbb and 
Una*3 royal father {I, xtl,' 1*7-32), the type is fcwo-foM,
{1} request and consent, and (2) question and answer? the 
two men participate by speech and reply? the motive Is to 
reveal the knight* s character and to furnish an occasion 
for Dueaaa* s letter which Archteage brings into the court 
near the end of the seen©? the prevailing emotion is 
amassment, preceded and followed by happiness, the just 
reward of Vxm and her toigfet*
Spenser may easily have had in mind the epic art of 
Homer and Vergil when he wrote the scene of Mnlbeceo* s feast 
{2X1, lx# 32-52}, for the speeches hare Homeric tone, and 
the dramatic management is Vergillan* to structural type the 
scene consists of a lament for the fall of !1first 2royw 
and a prophecy of s^econd 'Troy^  # or London? Par Id© 11 and 
Britomart participate by lengthy speech and reply? the 
motives are Britomart1# pardoafeg of Paridell for his part 
to their strife of the former scene, and the poet1 s wish 
to praise Queen Elisabeth and London? the principal emotion 
of the scene is pride in final triumph*
Motivation of action 
Vergil carefully motivates the action of his entire
OYlXtf
poem, while Spenser does ao^in Books 1, II, and VI, and in 
x% few scenes of the other Books* For example,. In the
58
Aeneid {X?# 558-583) an apparition In tee guise of Mercury 
urges Aeneas to leave Carthage* Iho motivation is tee 
activity of the gods In behalf of trojan safety* fhe motive 
in the death of Fallas (Aen* x*. 479-489) is to arouse Aeneas 
to prosit and vigorous action against tee Latins # as tee 
poet himself states#
In The Faerie Queene* teen the Bederosse Ehlght 
slays the monster Error (X# i, 12-36)* tee motive is given 
In speeches by the stain characters (stansas 12-14} * tlhen 
Prince Artenr blavs Pyroehles and Cymoehles in order to save
Guy on1 s life (P* 9* XI* vlii# 18-56), the motive appears in
Arthur is speech to Guyon and tee Palmer (stansa 56)#
% Psychological analysis
Vergil Is much more interested In emphasising
causes and effects, and in depicting tee emotions, of
characters in his narrative scenes teen In describing tee 
action* In tee death of Camilla (Aen* XI# 768-831) her 
courageous spirit and patriotic devotion are emphasised In 
her f,carry on15 message to Turnnss
n5uec eclat pugna© Iroi&noque areeat urbe**
-Aon* XI, 805*
the pathetic human appeal of Camilla1 s death ms apparent 
when Dpi a ”lngemultque dedltque has lsso pectore voces**
(XI# 840)* On this subject It is well said# wite a quota­
tion fro® Cardinal Sewman* that
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° Vergil* s power*to touch tea 
hidden chords of hxmm feeling Is 
beyond dispute, as Is tee power 
of Ms * single words and phrases*
Ms pathetic 'half-lines' giving 
utterance, as tee voice of nature 
herself,# to teat pain and weariness 
yet hope of better teings# which Is • 
tee ©jperionea of her children to 
every
Although Spenser is more interested in action#, t
* 1
and in description of setting than In human emotion, he 
often devotes a whole stanza to making Ms reader aware 
of tee feelings or reactions of Ms characters* to tee 
scene of tee Kedorosse Knight and. tee Bragon (F* 0* I*, M* 
1-55) Spenser Informs us In Qhafs words teat tee brave 
knight ms
"Faint#, wear!©* sore* ©rboyled*
grieved# brent 
site heat* toylo* wounds* arnos*
smart* and toward fire 
That never nan such mischief©
did torment;
Death better were* death did he
oft desire* ®
— I* 2£i# 88#.
Xfa&n Gtujcm encounters: Erltomrb* who Is disguised 
as a nan* Is worsted in tee eoEtmt* and cakes a peace 
covenant with her (F*. 0* 111*. -1# 1-13) * Fpensor explains 
tee causes said effects of te© action# and also states the 
©notional reaction of Guyon;
17# Paplllon and Balgh* Virgil# Intro* * p* Ivt#
Pag© 55
"Great shane and sorrow of that
fall ho took©
Full of disdaincfull wroth* he
fierce uprosef 
For to revenge that fowl©
reproachful! shame*
Thus reconcilement tat betwoene
them knit* 
through goodly temperamce,
and affection chaste*"
*?» q* 111* 1# 7* 0* 12*
CSiaract@rli5at3.on 
Power of characterisation In the AenQld and *Hie 
Faerie Queene appears to bo about equal r Both have many ideal 
types and few individual personalities | the Individuals are 
much loss developed than characters of modem drams and 
both show son© understanding of woncn,
Vergilfs types of youth are Pallas* hausus* 
Ascantus* and Curystlus.; of manhood ** Aeneas# Turnus# Achates# 
llnestheus# Serestusi of the old man -.AneMses* Aeoetos* 
Dauxmas of the chieftain * Mesentius* .Hessapos* Ufensi of 
the king -* Priam, Latinus# Fvan&er; of tho heroic queen » 
Dido# Andromache# Amataj of the wmrr!or-maidea * Camilla 
and Juturna, Of all these types# only Aeneas# Dido# and 
Tnraus* develop Into real elmraetoro* In the xuiderstending, 
of women Vergil is considered the best of classical writers# 
In Camilla he indicates love of adornment as the motive that 
actuates her conduct and at length causes her untimely death 
CAen* XX# 779}, Mother-Xove is the motive that actuates
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the mother of Suryalua CiX* 475*602}# &  Crsties* Amato* 
Lavlnia* love of country is too dominant emotional motive. 
Sponsor*3 Meal types {often allegorical person!* 
fixations* as to the ease of Una* whose traits are some­
times those of Truth rather than of womanhood) are of youth* 
Arthur and Guyon; Artagall and Calldore* of manhood; Merlin 
and Archlmago# the magician type, Britomart is too- warrior*
i 1
mMm.% the typical Amason is Ba&lgund| 'toe Ideal type of
maiden la Una* Belphoeb©# or Amoretj of depraved womanhood *
Bueasa* Aorasla* or Plorlxnell* Typical villains are Orgoglio,
Argante* and the Blatant Beast# all of the giant brood;
Ideal lovers are Artegall and Brltomart; and Meal friends
are# of women * Brltomrt .and Amoret# of men * Cambell and
Trlamond. Spenser1 a Individual personalities are Una*
Artegall* Belphoebe* Guyon* and Britomart; and at tines we
cannot see all of these as living, characters:#
As to similarities of characterisation between
Spenser and Vergil# the relation la sometimes narked*. "The
Brlfcomarfc too travels Incognito with Hedcroos* and all whose
1 * * #. delict on deedes of armea
is- sett*
To hunt out perilles and
adventures hard*
By sea# by land# toereao they m y
be math*.
Onely for honour -and for high
reward*
Without respect of richesso or
retard*1
fag© m
is a true heix4 of Virgil1© Camilla0! 2B
0Joining her forces with these, the
queen of the Volseians, Camilla 
Lm&s her troop of horse,, a bright 
bronse-pafioplleO legion*
Carrier maid* not she the distaff 
and thread of Minerva 
flies with effeminate hand, but
the rigor of war she is ©war 
Wonted to bear, and the wind
to outran with her arrowy footfall1*#
-Agi* VXJ+ 803*807*
wHany as the darts that were hurled
from the hand of the warrior maiden, 
So many Phrygian heroes fell*0
-Aen. XI, 676-677. 19
Spenser* a Belphoeb© reminds us in so many ways of Venus in
the Aeneld that It Is altogether possible Spenser had in
mind the lovely mother of Aeneas when he portrayed BeXphoebe*
one of his favorite characters* nBeXphoebe* s sudden advent
in Book II, Canto ill:
*•****«• Vftsoone there stepped forth 
A goodly ladle clad in hunters weed.
That seemd to bo a woman of groat
worth.
And by her stately portance* borne of
heavenly birth**
Q* til* 21*
Be0120 like- a parody of Venus* appearance to the shipwrecked
Aeneas*1# 20'
18*: Hughes* op* ett*» p9 367*
19* Ballard, o ^ 'elt#, Translation# 
80* Hughes# op* oft*.* p* 359*
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nQm3&lag the path, in the heart of the
forest, Ms QianeaaO mother confronts Mm, 
ue&ring a maidonfs mim, and the dress and the 
arms of a ml&egw*
*»Aen* 1, 3X4-3X6*21 
In Spenser* a 'understanding of woman,* of her love 
for her children* even ,sth© unborn child, or the child that 
is not hers0, Be Selineourt aayet
®In. all this is revealed a side of 
Spenser* a genius which finds too little 
recognition, his knowledge of the simple 
©motions of life, and the relation of 
his world of magnificence and pageant to 
the sources of human Joy end tears0* 22
In The Faerie ^ ueene {IV* vi, 40-45) is evidence’ of
Spenser1 s understanding of a true, modest woman* s response to
love*. 0Spen3ar*8 knowing© of a woman* s heart and a woman* a
ways finds constant and subtle expression0 as, when
Brltomart learns from the ne&oroase Knight that Artegall is
worthy of her secret love for Ms,
nTfaa loving mother, that nine
monethes did be&ra.
In the dear© closet of her pataefuXX 
■ aid#.
Her- tender babe* It seeing safe 
appears,
Both not so much roicyce as
she reloyced bheare0* •
,%  in, u* 2*
and when Faatorella* a mother found her*, the long-lost child;.
81* Ballard* op* elt#* Translation*
80* Be SeXXneourt, op* cit*, Intro*, p* lx* 
23* Ibid*, p* llx*
rihieh ta r in g  thou ght lon g  dead#:.
ate fyn&es alive*
Bat her by proof© of that*
which a te  hath  
In ter omi breast# tills
jitter1© toy doserlves0
Mi*. £U
m e n  ar e
and pathos- In his attitude 
la the scene of the auras 61mtee
£p» a* in* in, 30-471*
was influenced by Vergilian axpr©sa­
lon of sympathy for wm®n0 is difficult to determine * but 
the Aeneld offered M i  max*h materials Vergil1 a mdersten&ln*
tib@a nms  of t e r  aonfs death
To what extent S;
reacted ter (|g* IX, 473-502); the post*a 
toviaiafs timid reaction to ter mother1© expressed scorn 
'of Aeneas as her sqn-ln-Xaw {Aon* XXX* 64-69};
appeal to our pity for Dido in Book It, ©socially in the 
seen© of' ter death {It, 635-705}*
lays of Sponsorfa women that
at times
hack from persons, into qualities, his 
chief female figures are always- the 
female figures of an epic of romance*.
It is- 'tots they do not possess tte 
Interest given by complex elements of. 
character; hut if they are simple ttei 
are also eoroplete* They rejoice* 
sorrowi fears and hopes play throu^ i 
life blood In their cheeks; they are 
tender# indignant*, pensive,, ardentj they 
know tte pain and the bliss of love;
ttoy are wise with the lore of 
pwlty* and loyalty* aM  fwtfr*
tod©0#
too m a t  certainly admit toafc Srltoosrt becomes such a
toman personality that ftrally she -does not seem at home 
la the shadoof- Mrsgtos of Faerie# which is' so largely the 
sotting of flie Faerie ^ neene*.
In the Jieneld forgil makes Pi&o* who is only 
a character in an. episode# so irtold to as , tost oar 
s$$patft$r is -Almost drawn from f&fce«drtw&n Aeneas and trans* 
fanned to the Carthaginian Qmm# who took, too ‘SroJ&a so 
hospitably Into her realm s»& her heart#
Motifs of surprise 
Vergil1 o dramatic use of too motive of surprise 
and sudden appearhnee Is found ‘in too mmne toere Aoli«s»l« 
dee# a Grecian# suddenly appears from too forest and shocks 
too trojans to disgust and pity (Am*. lit# 537-594)$ and 
toon Crousa# Ms wife# tmespectedly appears to spirit fom to 
Aeneas CII# 771)#
mo mem toks is sIMIarly used to Spenser*© 
poems to© sudden encounter of Urn and tor Knight with 
Archtoago (f* ^  1# I# S9)| toe strange gfaemmmon of to© 
TOieo from 'toe- hleodlng tree <I#. tl#. Si}# and Arthur*© 
sudden appearance to the rescue of Sir Qujon {II# trill# IS)*
•WMiiMiwiwMP«iMiMWiMi*»iwiMW#f#wiw*Mj#www^
84* Edward Powden*. Transcripts and Studies* pp* 878*870#
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Portrayal of to© gods sod their 
activities
The Aeneid reveals toe" gods as clearly defined 
Individualsi: to to© Council'' of toe gods (Book X}# in to© 
earn of %is sent by Btona to slay A i m ’ {XI# 836-867)#
Diana#- Venus# and auturna as supertagan s M  to her 
brother fmmm (KXXg 468-485)# and identified with physical 
phenomena? AXecto a© an owl# .Iris as a rainbow {X* 75)#
Aurora m  dawn# Bight as a goddess* As allegorical figures# 
flora represent© war# Tlsiphone# the fury of wart Cupid# love# 
and Alec to throws a snake to aydbcXls© toe kindling to Amato 
of selfish desire for lavtola*© welfare rather than for that 
of her .people (VXX# 341-558)* toe goda are often invisible.# 
as Dpi© to Booh XI {860-364)# or appear in human form, a© 
Xuturna to toe form of Sefcisene# furnusto otariat-drlvar 
(XXX# 472) t or appear to their own fens, as Venus* to Aeneas 
to whom she brings toe armor made by Vulcan (VIII, Slljf 
or they are revealed by signs#-as- Venus amid resplendent 
clouds {VXXX* €Q8)i .ot to dreams# as item M&mww appears 
to Aeneas {XV, 658)* • they arc occasionally revealed at toe 
facment of disappearing., as toon Venus# disguised as a huntress 
of Plana, appears to Aeneas# revealing herself just before 
she leaves M m  I X# 402)*
fanciful legends of Ms own version, rather than as personal!*- 
ties In toe main narrative* they are* however, Identified 
with physical phenomena In many eases# Aurora as dawn (I* xi, 
6 1 } # , .Phoebus as t o e -  sun (1, M i f . 23# lieptwne as the sea 
Cl, acl* 54}# Brnhm mB night#. and Aeolus- as to® wind (111, 
wt, 443, a true epic imitation of Vergil and Honor* fhe 
Christian God Is often portrayed as a definite Individual 
till, v, 52} f c m ,  v, 47), and (XI, vlli, 1, 2}# and Venae# 
Cupid, Diana# and Apollo are depleted as veiled personali­
ties# Spenser often introduces toe gods as allegorical 
figures# -to® daughter of Cupid and Psyche as Pleasure {111,, 
wl, SO}# Proteus as False Prophecy {III, tv, 37}# and a 
nursling of Proserpine as Jealousy Cm, xi, 1}*.
: Shore Vergil uses to© gods as del ex sacMMs,
Contrast
Contrast Is mm of Vergil1© artistic dramatic 
qualities*- Ho describes a atom followed by a sudden calm 
<Aen» 1, 125, ami 1, 248}# ho pictures too shipwrecked trojans 
to contrast with the busy# happy Carthaginians, too are soon 
to wolcem the wandering followers of Aeneas to their peas© 
and plenty Cl, 170, -and. 1, 420-457}#. the poet creates a quiet, 
restful setting for the wounded Meaeattos (X, 033*644) # and 
then brings to bin the dead body of Ms son teusos, disturbing 
even toe calm of nature with toe father1©, sorrow and agitation 
{X* 843-372}*
Spenser to using Vergil1© method of contrast tom. he 
brings toe noble young woman, Brltcmrt* to a feast with 
miserly Malbeeco and Ms weak, wanton wife* Hollcnore# too 
rake ParMell# and toe half-barbarous Batyrano IF#. Q* 121,, 
to}*- Britosmrt:f s beauty of character is again placed beside 
a low sensuality In- the person of Oaleoasta* a scheming* evil 
woman {,211* I* 57-87}*. Bna to- frequently* In Book I, con- 
■treated with Buessa* several stansas of ton. being mod for 
-toe- -desired effect*:
Stfejeetmtgr
Vergil Introduces hto own personality through
fa g e  € 4
I* Descriptive ocoBsmte applied to
toaraotora or elsewhere «*■ ®tefelia Bid# 
(Aen* I?, 596}| 0d©sto-&eaXing. trojans®
CSIJ 872}$ ®Mserrlm BMs11, or heart- 
stricken PMo® CXf, 117}# f^allax Amu©0 
{XI, 7S7)| hostile dam® (IX, 555)*
2* ISorallBiag reflections - %draMl© dleto® 
(rn* 84} 0§X* Mmt Mmimn (VTl, 73)f 
®mlrablie mmtrxmP fix, 120}# ^MeerablXe 
visa1* (I, 111}* An extended example is 
Vsrgilto' ecgBrent on furnusto despoiling' 
toe youtoful Pallas 'toe® to toe just 
alsiat
nHescIa sms immtmm fati 
sortlsqu© fufcura© 
at sorvare isodc©* rebus sublets 
seenasadlsl. 
ftnmo torapus ©rtt* magno eum.
optavarit a^tum 
tot actum BaUonta et cm 
©rolls lata diamque 
odorIt*® ^
4 g ^  X, 501-503*
3* Brasses made to etiarectors to toe action -
F^orbuaatl .astoS si quid mea 
earmlaa. poammt,
Hulls dies umquaB maisori vos 
eximet aevo, 
i n  domus Aeneas Capitoll 
tatoblle -saxun 
aeooXob* tomaritaroe pater
Bomsnut Babebifc." 26
—jAeii*
B allard ?
-^Spirit of man, immmalam -of fata aid blind .to ..the future, 
Star uncontrolled toy desires while cheered by toe favor 
of fortuuet
tursma will yet a*e toe time toes for Fallas urtoimM 
to would gladly 
Fay a great ransom, and' when this day with Its 
glorious trophies 
m  will despise*®
Ibid*;
"Tortumte pairl BhXess my -song prove all unavailing.
Haver shall dam a. day forgetful of you and your glory
W hile- an to e  ch a n g e le ss  rock  o f  to e  C a p ito l sons- o f  Aeneas.
D w e ll, sad  m  Roman lo r d  r e ta in s  to e  Im p eria l sc e p tr e * 11
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.4*- Invocations to to© lluse ©a Ms ©to 
tetolf «
°aasc age* qul rsges., lira to, »fr
~Aen. VII, 3 7-4 1*
^Qoia deus, 0 t a a e f taa ©sera 
ineen&Sa T eiicris
OTortitf0
-den*. IX* W*-
0P&n&tte tim e B e llco im , d aae,
cantttsqn© ©Gvete ^
~A^« X* 163*
t^oses* Inspire la^r songf and
Calliope, first* I entreat thee,
Tell to&t Turnus achieved
to© &m>v€L# wlmfc tefoe, tost slaughter*0
-Asa. IX, 626-527, 27
5* Comparison ©pressed of to© past with 
M s own t lm  **
&m» ¥IXX, 359-361* 
lea, VII, 601-610, 
lea. Cook ::il!
nTwice sis: chosen nen eot&a scarcely have 
r a ise d  I t ' t o  sh ou ld er*
Hen of a&ch sort a© today to© degenerate 
earth f 0 producing*0'
Wien* Klip 833-900*
Spenser*0 subjectivity Is siarprisingly ‘analogous
to  Vergjll*&i lie  uses descriptive eomeBfc frequently* tot
l e s s  so  than d e e s , ¥ e r g ilp  sM  a ls o  aor© c o n v e n t io n a lly
«False:Bueo3a0 {P». Q« 1 * iv # 2 }*
*misnfc rife0 {17%  17J*
0 7* .Ballardp. ^  eit,* p* 231* 
33* | Xt?ld» * p*
’Feigning dream©1* <Xt Ii# :E)* 
M i s d e e m i n g  x & g f r b *  |I# li# S)* 
Maafeon Phaedria1* {XI# xl£# 17)* 
«wse Merlin" (in, in# yf*
nG©ntXe Scudsjaotu?* (X¥# to# 20}* 
’IMnoky Marlnell** tX¥* MI# B|#
Xhe Faerie %*eene abounds la Spenser's moralising reflections 
partly mwmmb&mml:p and partly oxprosslwe of' the poet* a 
genulno tooughta and Ideas| these comments aro often carried 
by the final Alexandrine of the stana&t
fp¥ertu@ glares her eelfe light* through 
' darkness for to wade**
Q* X> i* IB*
**0 how ean besmtte m&lstor the most 
strong,
And simple truth subdue 
avenging wrong?*1
»»F». „Q» I# 111# S#
*0 who does not know the tent 
of womens f antaay?1*
~F* 1# to# B#«
Mil In. the pom® of their great 
Saker lies 
All creatures wmb obey the volee
of 'the Most M'©*®
~F-» ,Q» V, it* 40#
to like Manner as Vergil* Spenser makes promises m&
remarks to characters*
•’'Proof© he thou# Prince* the 
prowest man 
And noblest bom© of all to 
Brlt&yne lan&f 
1 yet ■ thee" fierce Fortune did so 
’ nearly drive*
mthat had not toea Moat*
toon toouMest mb fsm^ ws*9
~F» Q» 1% af:#* 30* *
r< > '*
toon* 0 fairest £&&&&&$$v 
raider s&y* >
To this fair© Mirhour ssaist 
behold toy fao©#
A M  thine om. realises to 
toad of Pasty* 
tad to this antique 2tage toy 
great atmsestry w*
»"F* 0# XX* PTOS»# 4-*
X^oung knight* what e^ er that dost 
arses profess#* * 
tad through long labours tautest 
after fane*
Beware of fraud* beware of fickleaasae,®
*»P» jQ» 1# t o p .  I*
Spenser freqimnblj pits Ms- rework#*.- praodsos^ . or threats*
toto the tstmtos of M e otaraetors*. as when 0na says to toe
Bederosss toighbt
'%««*8a3re knight* horn© under
happy stsrre*
Use see yetir vanquleht foes
before yen Itofw
*4Pj«i. Q* X*» 1# S’Tiw
toe author of .toe. Wmm&® %mmm agate and again
invokes toe iiuse* stasne goddess* or' spirit to speed .Ms on
Ms  ray as he narrates a ♦faery* Metoty or adventure*
"Help® then, 0 holy Virgin* chiefs of nine -15
-F&JJ* *# fsrp«#p %
♦’Sow*. 0 toou sacred same, most
learned Baise****
fcflL f * «** 6, Bp **
* 0 .tell 
msdm sky*11
**P* '..Q.*
Equall
mie ib® 
words bM' sowbd*
VX*
i 0
Hjr glorious
#
"Ye
- f ,  o. n i ,  i n ,  4, 
ixspo, that on Parma so- - - - gf.
also
*R». &» VI* Proe% f♦
Either as a Eonaissaaae- trait ©r with mssaorf ©f
's comparisons of the past with the proseat* Spenser
this device to cate hie poem wre subjective:
*3By :aarr#w lea v es oanxsof to 
'* them eontalne
fhe large discourse of recall 
Princes state*
Hmt mm tholr mimor then.
hut hare and p2
Bud prMe did' hate;
Such proud luscurious poa$>©
is swollen up hut late*.11
1.*- Jill*
me the reward of victory in olden times1** said 
Spenser {XIX* i *  S|*. If© lamented a Xadk of th e anolenl 
glor^  and deeds of wosaen till* iv* 1 and III*, it* 1J* 
She poet- also- said that mn of old were satisf ied with
II© praised the virtu# and justice of m  ancient golden 
age (V* .Proem* 1-101 tn a tone • that sounded very such 
like Vergil*s when be besought the Homans -of bis day to 
emulate the good things of the past*
to epic of the future 
Faerie Quaene 'to have bad, the style of
an epic of Hie- future* aa Cory believe®? &0 Two explana- 
tiona make this a worthy theory: first* as Cory sets forth* 
Spenser1# own age was so brilliant* and the « 
hope of a glorious future for England.-was so; uj 
the poetf e mind that* to write an epic of the future was 
the most natural Using for a poet laureate to do; - .second* 
a® ^ Virgil tried to mho a shadowy past flash 
searchlight into tec future*, but a future which bad
* - Sponsor m y  have tried to .imitate the
Homan master of epic art* making M s  a poem of tbe .future 
made present*. Thera is another "theory that seem to have 
;* namely* that Spenser* with Impressions of bow
P a g e  m
grandeur of' Em© for- time teaemorial planned to make Me 
great work'an epic of the future* -as well ms of -the past* 
and certainly of the present* Otherwise, the poem Might 
not contain the elaborate prophecy of Merlin concerning 
the descendants of Srtogall and Britomrt {III* 11* 24*49}* 
references to 'the future glory 'of -England {?*•?:*. 23}* 'the 
genealogy of Queen Elisabeth as far back* through Brute* 
as Aeneas Massif (II*' s* 1-6.9}* and even the #faerie 
antlqultle* of Glorlana {II* x* 70-78)* Sponsor1# 
political allegory* under cover of whldh. tie introduces 
the men and events of contemporary 'England* takes ample 
care of the present as such*
cmswm m
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CHAPTER III
LANGUAGE AND TERSE
Language
As in material, ideas, and poetic methods, Spenser 
borrowed Prom ©very available source*. so In the choice 
and use of words he became acquainted with all that his 
country had to offer* from the Anglo-Saxon period, trough 
the Chaucerian, to the unfinished^  language of his own time. 
This ms not enough for Ms romantic poem of ©pic plan 
and Ideal, and so he raided the classics for words and 
constructions, the French and Italian poetry inspired by 
the classics, for words with romantic tone and picturesque 
effect, often akin to Alexandrlanism* As Davis, quoting 
tfB, K . (Spenser* s friend| and Ben Jons on, aptly 
expresses its,
frt Those rough and harsh termes 
(Jnglo^ Saxon words and the lfk©3 
enlumine, and make more clearly to 
appear© the brightness© of bravo 
and glorious words'*, as through 
the warp of native speech runs Hi© 
woof' of foreign importation, a 
* gallymaufray* of Latinism, t 
Gallicism and Xtalianlsatloif* * *
1*. Davis, eg, p, 137#
far as M s  heterogeneous d i c t i o n  contributes to the. regplar 
roeabMary*. Is limited*. as Pawls eays*^  to to© 
word Matamif and it is tots that most of the words 
that are sailed Spenser *s coinages haw© few foxm d to too 
writings of Mm' contemporaries*.
to© eeaapound epithet g l v m  S p o m m * ® language a 
more compressed and succinct off eat tosh M s  fplain©* 
too f}B* E*n called toesij descriptive words of one or .twoWW *■*
syllables* n vigor and epic energyr Virgillaa if not 
Homeric* animate tMtter«br@atotog wlhdea** *long**
and # sprtog-^ ieaded
CXI# MI* S^ J*
(IX, SEii, S3),fl 3 Such
gnlby to Spenser1© style* 
©won when toe setting is romantic* Hist 'kind of f energy* 
which gaw© Spenser great prestige as toe 'f poetfs poet** 
and due to which he urns sailed by Sir Walter Ealeii 
t^h® Xhgllsh Virgil0#, ^ sometimes flakes from a
* t f ,
word or phrase pregnant with ©pi© witalltyt.
a babbling fountain© to m
the use of figures of concrete r
mmmt* cf« cv xix* x* if#*
x* 56} ,
in. ”setf @«®upd«
*  II, IS}* end
blade? fx, xi, 55), aa
to give his poem toe epic strength of toe AmmlM 
”free'-flowing water1 {Aon* XV* 635)*
(X?* 199), e^arto-bora Xlsixa” (VI* 730)* ”deatb*deaXl*ig
r, "arjJW / , «**iSA KMLM»Vi*AAO * VAAA# «W#-*
fhe conventional epithets of She merle Quoene» such as*  .*esw *«*- o u m o ’-i imuiWMiMi w — fi»  mmmmrnm- *
ngentXe slo©p©%. :tfdeepe d&rlmosse”, %lXver deawft, °busy 
Care11* .-^ eruell warre” * 1 sore envyfl, ^ attgry blade”* and 
p^erilous toTO©?, all of classic origin, are. equivalents 
Vergil1© ^ saffron wings”, ^ XangMsMng. ©yes”, ^ vaulted 
<?, ^ avenging Core”, "tean Sickness”, ” silvery moonlight”, 
reading rumor”*
It may be that Ovid Is the Inspiration for
Q* II, M, 43)* ”hart-'«* "iw v: •*
, It *. 6), ^ drowslo couch” {II* 111, 1), 
”dead*sleeping Poppy” CXI, vif* 52), ”X0le~wlndIng toayX©”,
(I, 1, 36), cad toe Sesjerte %osy»
”, If It is tome, however, tost O^vid tea- 
very few line© that do .not reflect VeaRgJL%*J& to©' Influence 
on Spenser1© diction is still ■ ferglllan.*
a
m m  w
Davie says that aBpetmm*, mmw outgrew M s 
teat® for the closing luxuriance bequeathed by Virgil 
and a.therw to th© author© of * sugared sonnets* .oar idylls*11' ^  
ISiis is evident in parallel passages;
"Yet would not let just vengeance 
oil: hat* light?
But flatter lot# instead thereof;;,: 
to M i  
Few pOTling drops from hear
fairs Xas^ bs of light”*
fjJ* ?# to, 80*
®lo tree# whose braunebes did not 
Bravely eprlng?
So braunch* hereon a fine bird 
did mt aits 
So bird# but did her shrill
notes sweetly stog?
So song but did contain© m 
lovely dits”
*&* Q* II# vi# 13*
fhese passages compare .suggestively with the 4eneid?:
t^herefore on saffron wing files Iris 
down flashily from heaven#
Dewy# and drawing a thousand clanging 
huea from the suhbesBa 
crossing her path
iv# nm^m*
m%Mi: ■ C&tsgX* when taught to obey#
their young sister# Silvia# dally 
Becked with, the .greatest care#
entwining itm horns with soft garlands? 
Daily she cocsbod It# too# and tithed 
It to olear^flowtog watsw**
-Aeiu TO, 487—4S9. 8
iHWHUPiiiWiitiWii
7* Davis* op. ©it** p, 150.
8# Ballard# op#- cit*
few .cages* * as Draper says* nto teve bean borrowed from 
toe medieval romance© of Ariosto*. Bofwde* or tossoj; 
but a. large group we of classical origin#** Bom of 
them are to tin to wot, prefix* sufftoi others# to their 
entirety* F^ldessa# false religion* has an ironic (Swim* 
tlon from fidesi the last, syllabi© of Brlbom&rt may be 
taken from Mart •»* toe Latto stem of toe English word 
martialf Oloriaim is constructed on toe totia glorias 
Belphoebe is clearly a hybrid from toe totto baling*
.handsome, and a Greek word meaning ♦pure** %adisatff 
Medina goes back to toe to tin. median! and Amffto* too 
appears as fearing lowed toe dead Bir Mortdant Cfras mors* 
death)* s«y be derived from to© to tin perfect tense* 
wayi#1* ^  fhes# Latin derivatives • and .other words of 
similar origin reveal Spenser* s familiarity with Vergil*© 
l&nguage* and possibly hi© desire'to make Ms masterpiece 
rese^le toe classical epic In .language as well as In 
other formative aspects*.
ttiam 'To recall that 0;the* civilised world still 
returns to- tost fountmintooad# to# Latin language# and find© 
a second »tow«tongu© to toe speech of die wo and Virgil0 j ^
9* Draper* Classical Coinage' to Hie Faerie Queen#* P* &* 
10, Draper,* og. elt». pp. 97‘-103.
21. Haekall.literature. In Bailey, op. elt», p. 328.
and that frin the Elizabethan age toe formation' of new word# 
free Latin was extravagantly common11* ^  it 1© probable 
toat Spenser# whose ^ poetry la totentiehaXXy unreal, a 
refuge# a restorative0 *3-3 consciously tried to make to# 
vehicle of Ms poem sound aa distant and unusual as possible 
by using' Aeneifi**eeholng words, phrases# and syntos* bp ton 
says that 8* to© parson to put on* (P* 0* X* If * 11) is a 
totintsmi *persanam induere* j and that *quadrupedemqu© 
eitum ferrmta oaloo fatigst1 (Am* SX* 714} is' almost 
literally translated by Cpens@rfs *spurned Ms horse with 
yron fceele* (P. Q. I, ill, 34).n 14
Spenser must have had a clearer ©emiy of Vor* 
gll"1 s Aaneld than some have thought p since he could so well 
recall inconspicuous lines as to incorporate Into Ms work 
too meaning, or a translation* of them* to too simile of 
a Mad toes© Pleading life does mine® CP* 0* XX, i* 38), 
Spenser translates Vergil* s 8parpuream vomit 111© anfeam* 
(ken* IS* 549)*^ £hen Pryena in OlsribaXIa*© clothes 
ms fleeing from Guyon# ,?fearc gave her wings11 CP« Q* XI#
Iv, 32} | Sit chin points out that tola la a rendering of 
toe Aeneifl CVXiX# 224) s 8pe&lbus timer addidit alas8* 20
12* Henry Bradley* tonguage,. in Bailey* op* clt*, p* SB3* 
13* Gaol E* PaXiuer* I^Mative <Xypes in 1 
Chapter XXX* ■'‘n"","r'Tmr'r "n,t
M* Epton, Oorocntary* to Greenlaw et AX*, op* eit*# X*
199, BIO* r -------- -- -
15* Xbto** vol* IX* p* 191*
16* IBIS** ■'vol* II, p* 230*
•fags 7?
Similar examples of- Spenser* e specific -knowledge at toe
Uergllisii ©pie can b© cited to abundance fro® fh© Magi©'w "  i imwtmaimi i n w w w  n w m i i
QH22E* ** »®se adequate to Ghow Spenser's definite
acquaintance with tost classical model*
Because Spenser* s language w  ’to b© largely 
isKmosyltoble (more than two?thlrda of toe words to %ta©
Eaerl© Queen©' are monosyllables} * to order to appear more 
truly Snglieh*^ tat'Ms poem wa© to be -grand and majestic 
to form and expression* be went oat of Ms m y  to bring 
_ into it polysyllables that would resemble toe longer words 
eo largely wed by Vergil* Many ’'names of characters are 
trisyllables* as Brlfcomart, Artegall, AHoret* Flortoell*
Catyrane* Cymochles* Belptoebe* 3?iasis#I Buessa* and 
Ceu&omour* Be also used copiously words like '^ excellent* 
,fr3ibXemeBb% %ow©Fato@®#. ®beautif id#* * 9ballownesse® * 
”dreri®©nb% %ardtoad®# <Jdslliaimcet * %Ii€^ tsataneeSf# 
n!Mlntensmice® p and RhaXfen&eale® # ©yen when he tad to 
touch up toe spelling to make an extra syllable* as to 
v^ostiments %  nG<mmmy3.mmn%* M and "©toteme##** Spenser*# 
purpose.* to all probability* was no more to perfect Ms 
meter or rhyme* as. someone may explain* than to glue- M i  
words toe value of such Verglllen diction mm thcmores®#
®co^ellai^®^ ®ltistrasaartf* ntoliritur% *cra t a r e s f?£lni<»
* * * v
bus”* lMmera®* ®sascMa®# ntoa©qoitur% ^ torrentia®,* 
f,F©ceptos '% !lspendidaf? * r^edueant®*-
17% Gregory Smith* Elizabethan Critical Essays*, vol* 1*
P m  S l k  - r - m — r - r r - r - r - T - m ,rrm- n - n ,  r - - , - Y r u r :  .
toe Aeneld# But in wot&-order*. ttiat is* in to© construe** 
tlo n  of sentences* the syntax is Vorgillan in srnny 
instances*-  ^numerous clauses- have' the verb -at too end wito
its. modifiers iigsediittely in frontt
% a  well toiafe in the mlghtle 
Ocean trade-*
As that in rivers swim* or
Fag© TO
In mm®--cases rhyme demands a change to word»orderi but 
, such r equteemente. do not explain Spenser1 a intricate and 
numerous shirtings* and these* toe* made in such a « y  as 
often- to he identical with, la tin syntactic order#-, a 
literal translation of some of Vergil1 s' lines* using the 
order of the XatSsss* is no mors awkward to appearance and 
sound than the Spenserian lines just Quoted# It say he 
'that the English poet was reading more Latin than we know* 
and therefrom much of the Latte order crept into Ms 
poetry#
to any exposition of Spenser*© management of 
words* consideration is due hi© "skill with the use of 
recurrent word, or phrase" j for "Bry&en* to too© this 
derice was known- as the 1 turn1 upon the word or 'the 
thought {called by Puttenhaia ♦ the transiacor *3 * rightly 
recognised that its English mater was f£pensar#. too had 
studied Virgil* and among his other -excellences had copied 
that*#"1 ^  Be- Seltocourt say© that "Spenser m y  have hem 
attracted by it in the prose of Sidney* hut he caught it© 
true poetic use from Ms study -of the Latin poets",*
Comparison of this type of repetition and play cm word© to 
toe Faerie Queens- and to the Aeneld substantiates toe opinion© 
Juet quoted I
10# Be solincourfc* op# elt#* Intro#* p* las&r*.
20#-- p*. tote*
ta g #  BO
n*ShB lo^ tma btrdas shrouded
In ohearefull shadSg 
fheir notes unto the m w #  
attenpred aSBeti 
fh* Jtugelieall soft trembling 
w r e ^ sBto
f&r tan* insWSsSSts alpine
met*
its©- silver sonndtog inalSS^ itta 
did neeti 
With the base imShre of the 
I^Slara fall* 
fte- mters#7eirwelEl^ differenee
*m
tkm .soft# hot load*, unto tts# 
'■flrt™",i*', wind- did' call 5 
VSb» mntie'lmrbling wind low 
a^nswered tFaSFT*
~ff» <*» II# lt# 7 U
*  .and she bXuahb
that blushing bo h#F;1fau^^^-
gawe moregr&ce*
And laughter to her blushing 
’— *-----   a i T O l l /
*F» jflu II# all# 6&*
Spenser* a repetitions sometimes have a gunn3a«*-
tive effect, perhaps with the writer* s purpose to make an
enjphatic is^ ressioa upon the readers
dome he fell* and forth 
rM a lTI lfa did breathy 
that van!©hb into smoke -and 
cloud# s swift;
So downs he fell, that thf earth
M i  gpona* as feeble so great load 
to lift;
So down© he fell*, as an huge rnoMe
Oil*# v £
Ibose false foundation waves
haw waaht away*
With dreadful! pajma is from 
the mpieland rift#-
m m  si
clown© jf t Ik 
like an
I* Si*
®StmM Prlsisond* but act e& 
'mnn**m - strong to strike* ■ 
Strong BlaSSSS’i but not- m ' s 
a talghtjr'
But $ri$SK>nd iras stmit end 
stror*^  ’STfissr*
On horsataei
And Prlsmond on foot© tad 
more d®fT§5tm 
But hors®- and loots knew-I'mrrrrrnr.'tr-r*-lUiimr.f
With oupfsaxe used Diamond
And W to handle
But ©peare and eortaxe both - used
" '  I n f i e l d *1 .
-R*. Q* XV, 11,
For more play on Mm meaning a£ words-, the
^Wonder It ta t o  see. In. diverse
Mgas*™1™ r;"x";OT"ri:"li:'
tow diversely love^ HoIE hi#
variable Mnda
Ste baser' wit* whosi^ lHZe
Are wont to cleave unto the t?
HEW 0.* Ill* V# 1*
are
~P*£* !%■ v# S4*
Pago SB
Sponsor* b tala of Argsnte and Batyran© illustrates his
•mo o f recurrent word and phrase*
%nd on his collar laying puissant
hand,,
Out of Ms rnmmtng::mmM Mai
- g%aelr£ pg3^%e*.
Fsrforss M m  plo^K^dnaEl^Eo'
■. r ,:-i -yjjpnonuMM--  ^WithStand,
Or helps Mmaelfe, aafi lading
thwart her horse.
In loathly wise like. to a carton
corse,'
She hare .him fast away# Hsieh
when the knight#
2&&t her par sewed, saw* with
great remora©,.
He near was touched in Ms noble
sprlght,
And gan eaereaae hie speed,
”r*~m she enereaat her flight*0
■*P« Q« III, Vil, 43. 21
In, the Aaneid (VII, 586-58?) repetition is used to
emphasise the firmness of totinus1© stand oh the question
of war with, the fro-Jans-s
nl%lo velu t petogt mmes iBEsota 
r ,T 1 'r rSSISti t, 
ut pelagl mmorn momo vontonte^g^gg^ »# 20
Bl* Hughes points out {Virgil and Spenser* p.# 525) that ‘this 
passage hoars %  polsB ax© ’rela^ oh' "'w^o ?irgilfs allusion 
to fyrrhene fcrchan to * El, 74S-?44)| and that 
nBpom&er^ a 1 puissant SSSl* may possibly to Virgil*'s 
*dextra0r and Ms vpluckt porforsa*, the 1 direp turn **•- 
multa of the Aeneid0*
22* Ballard, op*
°He* life-a reel in the sea* unshaken 
amilool!M,WaF"entreatie0 
Tea* like a rook to the sea that meets
'tirHirfuirwme water**
Pag© 88*
?ergiXrs antithesis. .of phrase* sad *tmnt on
the word are well illustrated to toe hitter words of 
luuo concerning toe dauntless ^ rojorm
ftlum cmpbi potuere eapi?*1 (*m» tiX* 29S}# 
to which Upton saw a parallel *-to the prelacy about toe 
babe* Rudd^mh0 P; too us to
RB0 gotten*, not begotten
*&» q« w # ivf 32*- 
and to toe story of ikrtsipll *s defeat %  Badtgundi 
wSo was he owercoue* not overcome *»m 
**P. .%, V» 1?,- I*?., 24;» vr
Undoubtedly Spenser, had sources for to© * teans~ 
laser1 and repetition of word or phrase* other than Vergil 
and • Ovid* tot Vergil to toe- final source of tom all* for 
he first* among to# ciacslca-1 writers*. dared to use words 
to such a i/sr.led and. drwEstio s^ nner*-
ftese-
Spenser*# metrical mhma& is- not ordinarily 
compared with Vergil1© continuous daetylite toxaamtorsf and 
yet similarity between toe ancient poet and toe later one 
is apparent* Chateaubriand .pays a tribute to Spenser to
23* Ibid*
tp6lpturedi could they he held?9 
24*, Bu^eo, D£* c.it** p* 384*
of Sp0as©ijts masterful atansa* speaks 
of fee peat* a ^ fertile tnmntloiaP^ i the same gcqpresslon 
way alee apply to Sponsor* s maBipuIatlon of' eight iafeie 
pentameters- and one final iambic hexameter 'la sash a way 
as to produce at times fee stately effect of ¥ergll*s. 
measures*
:-■•■ The me of polysyllables discussed la 
connection wife Spenser1 a choice of diction • serves 
another end* feat is* to enhance fee hmtialc effect of 
Ms verse* Davis states very well feat a 
of flha Faerie Queene often feels* if he marks fee metrical, 
value of fee words s
niBm predominant effect of 83 
verse*, to spit©' of George Gascoigne*© 
poetic axiom £feieh advises fee tise of 
f mm polysyllables because they *cl 
verse* and 'are not %n*ly Bnglist 
Is polysyllabic* for* like otters'
* tested tte sweets and statolle Measures 
and stile of fee Italian Poesle1 * Spenser 
refused to be tied by so arbitrary a 
rad# ««»**** Spenser* e prevailing ease 
and fluency Is largely dependent upon 
fee recurrence of light* stressed vowels
point of this polysyllabic 
an Iambic norms
Page BB
o f  ch a ra cter istic  Spenserian names 
Itk a  Arfcegali* B ritom rt* Cali&ore* 
erem Colin *  e t # occurs irnry of tea 
la  s in g le  lin e s  ant! freq uently  ex* 
t e s t s  throughout a com plete stonsa?
^P itifvO l sp ectacle o f  deadly 
B eside a bubbling fountains low
t o t  th e cleans waves w ith  
Ala in  tier Is
of sorrow
For in  her stream ing blood lie  
t i t  eaahay 
B is l i t t l e  hands* ant bender 
J o in ts emhrewj 
P it if u l!  sp ectacle*  as ever o le  
t i t  few**11 S7
*F» o» n # i*  40*. 
Da^ia to e s  not r e la te  the p o ly sy lla b ie  grow ls
o f Th®  Faerie Oueene to  tho v ersifica tio n - o f the toneid .
hut tfee 
Spenser «  
a illa n
Ltation
are milt enough to suggest that
to obtain toe. for* 
iiie effect* against his iambic- baelq^ round*
8o toe- p o ly sy lla b ic  scheme* to  complete Spenser * 8 
if 7 e r g ilrs  measures* m a t he added th e marled 
resu lts: achieved by the n inth  lin e  o f  M s  
alsxandrim  which Parris d escrib es a s an 
M ixsix or fdying fa ll*  # ' w ith i t s  long^dram
■27* Bavis* op» oit%, pp* ■ 104*190.#:
.glvm many reasons for Spenser*'s addition of to© nJLnto 
line of too extra syllables* namely * for variety* to 
rorni out to# etax&a to form and sense* to serve -as a
old French ballad 
iignityw to some 
readers it tea tte Effect of to more tog to the octove*. i 
lure to prolixity* or an oeoea-ion for »«
with a possible intention* -or hope* of Spenser to reproduce 
at least a degree of to© magnitude of Vergil fs metrical 
art* of which Tmmjscm (T& Virgil} says that Vergil vas
water flood* teat
Prom tee hlgb nountainm 
threats to overflow
With sodden -fury all tee 
fertile plain©* 
tod tee- sad husbands^'1# 
long hope tote throw 
& dome tee stream®* and a 
Ms vowss make vain#* 
tor homcls nor tanka hi#W Mm IM««»W>»*Wm r o «
C|» If* 2sl$, 13*
trunck half# rent*, 
with ragged rift 
Bote roll etown® tea rooks*
t* r* ^'***gwL ,.S#- X#.
hjr a f&uieon
for•fear# to
«*.
dove
verses Jnrass
%  ******* .furor ir&que 
msea^rit In
4 © i  11# 30
nUon -celebrats; tenas saneta«
•Aen. V0 603.51
***»**•••• lie Caesar et «aia. lull 
progenies* w&@mm e&©Xi trantma
sub -mxm*9
■Aen. VI, 769-790, 32 •
quid delutea inwettf Eat sol
Warn:" a medullas 
vivit sufe 
pee tore vulnus*** 35
» # 65-67*
Ballard* og* e.tjfc** sM asgor
Tnnmir Sireap -me along* and I dream
of dying ixt batti©»°
Page St
fto general similarity of tom in the i?erae of 
Vergil -and Spenser^  and fawn, kinship of contributions that 
each poet made to the literature of Ma people* are 
summarised in a eulogy to Spenser that la as true of 
Vergil s
’Spenser1 g groat glory is that tie 
taught his oto language to sing and 
move to measures harmonious and noble** **
54-.* B* Um Ohureh* Spenser, English Ken of Lott era Series* 
TOOU IV* p# %4XST^mmm
B ,ff U  U A  R S
haustim* has served to show heroin there la evidence 
of definite indebtedness on the part of the poet of The 
Faerie Queene to the epic technique of toe &©neid* In 
architecture * qualities of style* language* sod versifi­
cation* It has been to© Intention'of toe writer to point 
out ® b x s $  improved* but Wild* suggestions of general and 
specific structural influence exerted by Vergil upon 
Spenser’s Faerie- Queene* ha support of tola- two-fold 
purpose a somewhat lengthy introduction served to review 
sos© of the well-established contributions of Vergil to 
Spenser* s wor’ra to general* and of toe Aeneld to toe- Faerie 
Queene, to subject* material, and ideas* Statements and 
opinions of such authorities a® It seemed wise to quote 
further strengthen toe conclusion tost the Aeneid had m 
considerable Influence upon to© epic technique of toe
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